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coincidental.
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software), and services provided by third parties (“Third Party Items”). With respect to such Third Party Items,
Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for such items, and expressly disclaim all warranties and
liability of any kind related to such Third Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or
damages incurred due to your access to or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in
an applicable agreement between you and Tanium.
Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combination with Tanium products
with any particular Third Party Items and neither Tanium nor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any
infringement of intellectual property rights caused by any such combination. You, and not Tanium, are
responsible for determining that any combination of Third Party Items with Tanium products is appropriate
and will not cause infringement of any third party intellectual property rights.
Tanium is committed to the highest accessibility standards to make interaction with Tanium software more
intuitive and to accelerate the time to success. To ensure high accessibility standards, Tanium complies with
the U.S. Federal regulations - specifically Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1998. We have conducted thirdparty accessibility assessments over the course of product development for many years, and most recently a
comprehensive audit against the WCAG 2.1 / VPAT 2.3 standards for all major product modules was completed
in September 2019. Tanium can make available any VPAT reports on a module-by-module basis as part of a
larger solution planning process for any customer or prospect.
As new products and features are continuously delivered, Tanium will conduct testing to identify potential gaps
in compliance with accessibility guidelines. Tanium is committed to making best efforts to address any gaps
quickly, as is feasible, given the severity of the issue and scope of the changes. These objectives are factored
into the ongoing delivery schedule of features and releases with our existing resources.
Tanium welcomes customer input on making solutions accessible based on your Tanium modules and assistive
technology requirements. Accessibility requirements are important to the Tanium customer community and we
are committed to prioritizing these compliance efforts as part of our overall product roadmap. Tanium
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maintains transparency on our progress and milestones and welcomes any further questions or discussion
around this work. Contact your sales representative, email Tanium Support at support@tanium.com, or email
accessibility@tanium.com to make further inquiries.
Tanium is a trademark of Tanium, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. Third-party trademarks mentioned are
the property of their respective owners.
© 2021 Tanium Inc. All rights reserved.
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Enforce overview
Tanium™ Enforce enables unified endpoint management and security by providing centralized policy
management across operating system, application, and security for Windows and macOS environments
regardless of the device’s location - on premises, remote, or cloud.

Policy
To manage and secure endpoints across environments by providing control and visibility to all
devices, configure a policy.

Policy setting
Specific settings and controls contained within a policy.

Enforcement
An enforcement occurs when a policy is successfully applied to a computer or user group. Policies
can have one of these enforcement states:
Applied
A policy has been successfully enforced. All rules and configurations of the policy are in effect on the
targeted endpoint.

Note: If ALL settings in one policy are duplicates of ALL settings in another policy, both policies are
shown as applied even though only the policy with the lowest priority number is applied.
Partially Applied
Some of the policy settings are enforced and some are not. This may be because similar policies with
one or more duplicate settings are taking precedence. When some settings are duplicated across
different policies, the settings with the lowest number priority are applied and higher number priority
settings are not applied. This results in some settings from a policy being enforced while other
settings in the same policy are not enforced.

Note: Five is the maximum number of not applied or partially applied settings that can be displayed
in the status column.
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Not Applied
The policy is not in effect on the endpoint. This could be due to a timing issue if the policy has been
sent to the endpoint but not yet executed on that endpoint. See the enforcement state reason for
more information.
Unsupported
An unsupported status may be due to a policy being applied to an operating system that does not
support the policy settings.
Error
All known and unknown errors.

Integration with other Tanium products
Threat Response
Use Threat Response findings to create process and network rule policies for Windows endpoints in Enforce
to prevent future incidents across the network. Failing to identify and address more fundamental
vulnerabilities exploited during an incident leaves the organization with no net improvement to their
security posture.

Trends
Enforce has built-in integration with Tanium™ Trends for additional reporting of related data. The Trends
initial gallery features boards that provide a data visualization of Enforce concepts.
For more information about how to import the Trends boards that are provided by Performance, see
Tanium Trends User Guide: Importing the initial gallery.
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Succeeding with Enforce
Follow these best practices to achieve maximum value and success with Tanium Enforce. These steps align
with the key benchmark metrics: Provide visibility into the number of systems managed by Enforce, provide
visibility of policy health across enterprise, provide visibility of hard drive encryption status across
enterprise, provide visibility of anti-virus status across enterprise, and provide visibility of host firewall
status across enterprise.

Step 1: Gain organizational effectiveness
Complete the key organizational governance steps to maximize Enforce value. For more information about
each task, see Gaining organizational effectiveness on page 14.
☐ Develop a dedicated change management process.
☐ Define distinct roles and responsibilities in a RACI chart.
☐ Track Enforce maturity.
☐ Validate cross-functional organizational alignment.

Step 2: Install modules and set up Enforce
☐ Create computer groups that will be used to target Enforce policies.
☐ Configure the Enforce service account.
☐ Configure the End-User Notifications shared service.
☐ Configure the Direct-Connect shared service.
☐ Set the action groups for shared services.
☐ Set the action group for Enforce.
☐ Ensure Enforce tools have been deployed.

Step 3: Step 2: Plan Policies
☐ Define criteria for basic testing groups. This could be part of the computer groups you set previously.
☐ Define success criteria and time-lines for testing, as well as procedures for how to continue testing if
failures occur.
☐ Define a production rollout. How you will target endpoints? Will it be a phased rollout or a rollout to all
production at once?
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Step 4: Step 3: Create policies: General
☐ Configure general policy types. (Any policy not related to anti-virus, disk encryption, or host firewall)
☐ Create a new policy.
☐ Select policy items required by a specific policy, whether it be a corporate policy, USGCB, DISA STIG,
SOX, HIPA, etc.
☐ Add and configure policy items.
☐ Enforce the policy on computer group or user group targets.
☐ Verify the policy enforcement status reports as Enforced.

Step 5: Step 4: Create policies: Anti-malware
☐ Configure anti-malware policies. (Defender)
☐ Create a new anti-malware policy type.
☐ Ensure the Deploy definition updates using Tanium box is checked. This will enable the automatic
definition feature.
☐ Define settings based on policy requirements.
☐ Be sure to select the Create exclusions for Tanium processes check box in the Exclusions section.
☐ Enforce the policy on computer group or user targets.
☐ Verify policy enforcement status reports as Enforced.
☐ View Trends reports.

Step 6: Step 5: Create policies: Device control
☐ Configure device control policies
☐ Create a new device control policy type (removable storage and all devices).
☐ Import existing device classes from your environment using the sensor import function.
☐ Add desired device hardware IDs to be allowed.
☐ Enforce the policy on computer group or user targets.
☐ Verify policy enforcement status reports as Enforced.
☐ View Trends reports.
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Step 7: Step 6: Create policies: Disk encryption

☐ Configure disk encryption policies. (BitLocker)
☐ Ensure shared service requirements are installed and configured. (Direct Connect and End-User
Notifications)
☐ Back up the Key Encryption Key (KEK).
☐ Create the encryption policy and define settings based on policy requirements. If migrating from another
BitLocker management solution, see Making the Switch to Tanium Enforce: Better BitLocker Configuration
and Recovery Key Management for details.
☐ Enforce the policy on computer group or user targets.
☐ Verify policy enforcement status reports as Enforced. This number should grow over time as endpoints
come online and hard drives are encrypted, which takes a variable amount of time to complete based on
the size of the hard drive and the encryption algorithm used.
☐ View Trends reports.

Step 8: Step 7: Create policies: Host firewall
☐ Create a new Windows firewall policy.
☐ Configure the policy and define rules per operational and/or policy requirements.
☐ Enforce the policy on computer group or user targets.
☐ Verify policy enforcement status reports as Enforced.
☐ View Trends reports.

Step 9: Step 8: Create policies: Machine administrative templates
☐ Create a new Machine administrative template policy.
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☐ Configure the policy and define rules per operational and/or policy requirements.
☐ Enforce the policy on computer group or user targets.
☐ Verify policy enforcement status reports as Enforced.
☐ View Trends reports.

Step 10: Step 9: Check Enforce health
Check Defender definition status. Is Enforce downloading definition files as it should?
Ensure endpoint encryption prerequisites are installed.
Check for any warning banners at the top of the workbench.

Step 11: Step 10: Monitor Enforce metrics
☐ From the Trends menu, click Boards and then click Enforce to view the Enforce Coverage Status, Host
Firewall Enabled, Enforce Tools Installation, Installed Tools Versions, and Policy Enforcements panels.
☐ Monitor and troubleshoot Enforce coverage status (% of total) on page 100.
☐ Monitor and troubleshoot policy enforcement status (% of total) on page 101
☐ Monitor and troubleshoot host firewall status on endpoints on page 101.
☐ Monitor and troubleshoot disk encryption status on endpoints on page 102.
☐ Monitor and troubleshoot anti-virus status on endpoints on page 103.
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Gaining organizational effectiveness
There are four key organizational governance steps to maximizing the value delivered by Tanium Enforce to
enable time to value:
l

Develop a dedicated change management process. See Change management on page 14.

l

Define distinct roles and responsibilities. See RACI chart on page 14.

l

Track operational maturity. See Benchmark metrics on page 17.

l

Validate cross-functional alignment. See Organizational alignment on page 16.

Change management
Develop a tailored, dedicated change management process to create a streamlined process around
configuration and compliance policy management across endpoints with one console.
l

l

l

l

Update SLAs and align activities to key resources for Tanium Enforce activities across configuration
and compliance policy management processes. For example, see RACI chart on page 14.
Designate change or maintenance windows for various activities across configuration and compliance
policy management scenarios. For example, implement a new firewall rule or endpoint hardening
policy.
Identify internal and external dependencies to your configuration and compliance policy
management process. For example, compliance with standards such as SLAs or with PCI or HIPAA.
Create a Tanium Steering Group (TSG) for discovery activities to expedite reviews and approvals of
processes that align with SLAs.

RACI chart
A RACI chart identifies the team or resource who is Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, and Informed, and
serves as a guideline to describe the key activities across the security, risk/compliance, and operations
teams. Every organization has specific business processes and IT organization demands. The following table
represents Tanium’s point of view for how organizations should align functional resources across
configuration and compliance policy management. Use the following table as a baseline example.
Task

Define Policies: Define
Security Policies

Security Team

A/R
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Operations Team

I

Risk/Compliance
Team
I

Rationale

Security team creates security policies. For
example, firewall policies, anti-malware
policies, and end-state computer security
settings.
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Task

Define Policies: Define
Configuration Policies

Security Team

Operations Team

Risk/Compliance
Team

Rationale

I

A/R

I

Operations team creates configuration policies.
For example, application settings, browser
settings, operating system look-and-feel/system
settings.

Deploy Policies

A/R

A/R

I

The targets created in the security and
configuration policies are then configured in
Tanium Enforce and policies are deployed to
defined targets.

Assess Results of
Policies Using Reports

A/R

A/R

A/R

Using Tanium Enforce, review the work
bench/Trends boards of policy results for
assessment and remediation of any findings or
need for configuration changes.

Remediate Findings
and Configuration
Changes

A/R

A/R

I

Using the output of the results, action through
remediation of findings and configuration
changes. For example, change targets, revise
policy configuration errors, and then the
workflow proceeds in a continuous loop.

Assumption: Security Team owns Tanium Enforce

Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed
Responsible: Person who performs an activity or does the work.
Accountable: Person who is ultimately accountable and has Yes/No/Veto.
Consulted: Person who needs to provide feedback and contribute to the activity.
Informed: Person who needs to know of the decision or action.

Standard Enforce workflow
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Organizational alignment
Successful organizations use Tanium across functional silos as a common platform for high-fidelity
endpoint data and unified endpoint management. Tanium provides a common data schema that enables
security, operations, and risk / compliance teams to assure that they are acting on a common set of facts
that are delivered by a unified platform.
In the absence of cross-functional alignment, functional silos often spend time and effort in litigating data
quality instead of making decisions on how to manage software and hardware assets.

Measuring success
Enforce maturity
Managing a configuration and compliance policy management program successfully includes
operationalization of the technology and measuring success through key benchmarking metrics. The four
key processes to measure and guide operational maturity of your Tanium Enforce program are as follows:
Process

Description

Usage

how and when is Tanium Enforce used in your organization (example: Is Tanium the sole tool or is it being
supplemented by a legacy tool, such as Active Directory Group Policy?)

Automation

how automated is Tanium Enforce, and how well is it leveraged in automation of other systems

Functional Integration

how integrated Tanium Enforce is, across IT security, operations, compliance/risk, and asset management teams

Reporting

how is data from Tanium Enforce consumed by people and systems within the organization
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Benchmark metrics
In addition to the key configuration and compliance policy management processes, the three key
benchmark metrics that align to the operational maturity of the Tanium Enforce program to achieve
maximum value and success are as follows:
Value Metric

Value Metric #1

Value Metric #2

Value Metric #3

Value Metric #4

Value Metric #5

Metric Title

Enforce Coverage (%
of total)

Policy Enforcements
(% of total)

Host firewall enabled

Disk Encryption
Enabled

Anti-Virus Enabled

Why this metric
matters

Provides visibility
into the number of
systems managed by
Enforce

Provides visibility of
policy health across
enterprise.
Enforcement errors
or unenforced
endpoints introduce
risk to the
environment.

Provides visibility of
host firewall status
across enterprise.
Endpoints that don't
have a host firewall
installed and enabled
introduce risk to the
environment.

Provides visibility of
hard drive
encryption status
across enterprise.
Unencrypted
endpoints introduce
risk to the
environment.

Provides visibility of
Anti-Virus status
across enterprise.
Endpoints that don't
have an AV agent
installed and enabled
introduce risk to the
environment.

Instrumentation

Tools sensor

Enforce policy status
(per policy type) /
managed endpoints.

Enforce - Host
firewall is enabled
(Sensor and Board)

Trends Enforce Encryption Status
(Board)

Enforce - Anti-Virus Is
Enabled (Sensor and
Board)

Maturity workflow
Use the following table to determine the maturity level for Tanium Enforce in your organization.
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Process

Level 1
(Needs
improvement)

Level 2
(Below
average)

Level 3
(Average)

Level 4
(Above average)

Level 5
(Optimized)

Usage

Enforce
imported/native OS,
application, and
security policies
configured/policies
are enforced through
legacy means

Policies are
verified

Remediation
policies for
control group of
desktops/ servers
are implemented

For end user
desktop
endpoint/team is
using Enforce to
push policy
configurations to
endpoints and
enforce them for
all managed
technologies

Implementation across
all capable operating
systems

Automation

Policies/rules
imported into
Tanium Enforce

Reporting any
policy
enforcement
errors/reports
received and
accuracy
confirmed

Snapshots are
captured over
time and show
improvement
using native
reporting

Snapshots are
captured over
time and show
improvement
using native
reporting

For server endpoints,
team is using Enforce
to push policy
configurations to
endpoints and enforce
them for all managed
technologies/Enforce is
the default for all rapid
response and
immediate deployment
and enforcement of
configurations

Functional
integration

Native controls are
integrated as
applicable (example:
Defender, firewall,
and AD Group Policy)

Native controls
are integrated as
applicable
(example:
Defender,
firewall, and AD
Group Policy)

Native controls
are integrated as
applicable
(example:
Defender,
firewall, and AD
Group Policy)

Native controls
are integrated as
applicable
(example:
Defender,
firewall, and AD
Group )

Remediation policies
for file and service
operations integrated

Reporting

Manual; via Enforce
work bench/for
operators only

Manual; Enforce
integration with
native tools to
export reports

Automated;
Trends boards
for
operators/peer
group only

Automated;
Trends boards
tailored to
stakeholders
ranging from
operator to
executive

Automated; Trends
boards tailored to
stakeholders ranging
from operator to
executive
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Metrics

Level 1
(Needs
improvement)

Level 2
(Below
average)

Level 3
(Average)

Level 4
(Above average)

Level 5
(Optimized)

Verified
enforcement per
policy (% of total
enforcements vs.
enforcement
errors)

0-69%

70-79%

80-89%

90-98%

99-100%

% of hosts with
firewall enabled

0-69%

70-79%

80-89%

90-98%

99-100%

% of hosts with
disk encryption
enabled

0-69%

70-79%

80-89%

90-98%

99-100%

% of hosts with
anti-virus enabled

0-69%

70-79%

80-89%

90-98%

99-100%
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Enforce requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Enforce.

Tanium dependencies
In addition to a license for the Enforce module, make sure that your environment meets the following
requirements.
Component

Requirement

Tanium™ Core Platform

7.3.314.4250 or later

Tanium™ Client

Any supported version of Tanium Client. For the Tanium Client versions supported for each OS, see Tanium
Client User Guide: Client version and host system requirements.
If you use a client version that is not listed, certain product features might not be available, or stability issues
can occur that can only be resolved by upgrading to one of the listed client versions.

Tanium products

If you clicked the Install with Recommended Configurations button when you installed Enforce, the Tanium
Server automatically installed all your licensed modules at the same time. Otherwise, you must manually install
the modules that Enforce requires, as described under Tanium Console User Guide: Manage Tanium modules.
Enforce requires the given minimum versions to work with the following modules:
l

Tanium™ Interact 2.6 or later

l

Tanium™ Trends 3.6 or later

The following modules and shared services are needed for BitLocker and FileVault policies. Enforce requires the
given minimum versions to work with them:
l

Tanium™ Direct ConnectVersion 1.1.0 or later

l

Tanium™ End-User NotificationsVersion 1.6.5 or later

l

Tanium™ Core ContentVersion 1.2.1 or later

Note: If the Tanium Core Content version is missing or not up-to-date, you will see the following
alert. "Tanium Core Content solution is missing or minimum version is not satisfied. Install the Core
Content solution and then restart the Enforce module service."
After you install the latest version, restart the Enforce module service on TanOS referencing these
instructions. Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide. Restart the service on Windows through Service
Manager on the Tanium Module Server.

Tanium™ Module Server
Enforce is installed and runs as a service on the Tanium Module Server host computer. The impact on the
Module Server is minimal and depends on usage.
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Endpoints
Enforce policies support the following endpoint operating systems:

Anti-malware policy
SYSTEM CENTER ENDPOINT PROTECTION (SCEP)
l

Windows 7

l

Windows Server 2008 R2, 2012 or 2012 R2

WINDOWS DEFENDER
l

Windows 8 or 10

l

Windows Server 2016

AppLocker
l

Windows 7 Enterprise, Ultimate, Embedded, or Windows Embedded POSReady 7

l

Windows 8 Enterprise, 8.1 Enterprise, or 10 Enterprise

l

Windows Server 2008 R2 or later

BitLocker policy
l

Windows 7 Enterprise or Ultimate

IMPORTANT: Windows 7 endpoints must have a TPM chip to use BitLocker.
l

Windows 8 Enterprise or Pro

l

Windows 10 Education, Pro Education, Enterprise, or Pro

Device Control - Windows policy
l

Windows 7 SP1 or later

l

Windows Server 2008 R2 or later

FileVault policy
l

macOS 10.15 Catalina

l

macOS 10.14.6 Mojave

l

macOS 10.13.6 High Sierra

l

macOS 11.0 Big Sur

Firewall Management - Windows
l

Windows 7 SP1 or later

l

Windows Server 2008 or later
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Firewall Management - Linux
l

CentOS 6, 7, and 8

l

Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 6, 7, and 8

l

Ubuntu 16 and 18

Machine Administrative Templates
l

Windows 7 SP1 and later

l

Windows Server 2008 R2 and later

Remediation - Windows
l

Windows 7 SP1 and later

l

Windows Server 2008 R2 and later

Remediation - Linux
l

CentOS 6, 7, and 8

l

Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 6, 7, and 8

l

Ubuntu 16 and 18

Remediation - Mac
l

Mac OS X Yosemite 10.10.5 or later

SRP Management
l

Windows 7 SP1 or later

l

Windows Server 2008 or later

Host and network security requirements
Specific processes are needed to run Enforce.

Security exclusions
If security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block unknown host system processes, your
security administrator must create exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run without interference.
Target Device

Process

Module Server

<Module
Server>\services\enforceservice\7za.exe

Notes

<Module
Server>\services\enforceservice\node.exe
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Target Device

Process

Windows x86 endpoints

<Tanium
Client
>\Tools\StdUtils\7za.exe

Notes

<Tanium
Client
>\Tools\Enforce\devcon32.exe
<Tanium
Client>\Python27\TPython.exe

(7.2.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>\Python38\TPython.exe

(7.4.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>\Python38\*.dll

(7.4.x
clients)

<Tanium Client>\TaniumCX.exe
Windows x64 endpoints

<Tanium
Client
>\Tools\StdUtils\7za.exe
<Tanium
Client
>\Tools\Enforce\devcon64.exe
<Tanium
Client>\Python27\TPython.exe

(7.2.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>\Python38\TPython.exe

(7.4.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>\Python38\*.dll

(7.4.x
clients)

<Tanium Client>\TaniumCX.exe
Linux x86 and x64 endpoints

<Tanium
Client>/python27/python

(7.2.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>/python27/bin/pybin
<Tanium
Client>/python38/python

(7.4.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>/python38/bin/pybin
<Tanium Client>/TaniumCX

Internet URLs
For anti-malware policies, allow outbound communication to the following Microsoft download URLs. See
Managed Anti-Malware definitions download URLs on page 38 for configuration details.
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Architecture

URL

Windows x86 endpoints

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=121721&amp;arch=x86
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=211053

Windows x64 endpoints

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=121721&amp;arch=x64
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=211054

Required ports
The following ports are required for Enforce communication.
Component

Port

Direction

Purpose

Module Server

17475

Inbound

Required only when you use disk encryption policies. Allows
communication between the Module Server and endpoints for Direct
Connect.

Module Server

17476

Loopback

Required only when you use disk encryption policies. Allows
notifications on endpoints from the End-User Notifications service.

Module Server

5432

Outbound

Required only when you use disk encryption policies. Allows
communication between the Module Server and the database where
the recovery keys are stored. This port is 5432 by default. If you use a
different port, ensure that port is open.

Module Server

17481

Inbound

Required only when you use the recovery portal with disk encryption
policies. Allows communication between the Module Server and the
recovery portal.

Recovery portal server

443

Inbound

Required only when you use the recovery portal with disk encryption
policies. Allows users to access the recovery portal.

Recovery portal server

443

Outbound

Required only when you use the recovery portal with disk encryption
policies. Allows the recovery portal to access the Tanium server.

Best Practice: Configure firewall policies to open ports for Tanium traffic with TCP-based rules
instead of application identity-based rules. For example, on a Palo Alto Networks firewall, configure
the rules with service objects or service groups instead of application objects or application groups.
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User role requirements
Enforce Global user role permissions
Permission

Enforce
Administrator2

Enforce
Operator2

Enforce
Service
Account2

Enforce Policy
Administrator (Global)2

Enforce
Policy
User
(Global)2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Global)2

Enforce Operator
Read, edit, and delete most
Enforce objects (except edit
access to Enforce settings)
Enforce Administrator
Unrestricted access to
Enforce
Enforce Settings Read
Globally read all Enforce
settings
Enforce Settings Write
Globally edit all Enforce
settings
Enforce Operator Settings
Read
Globally read most Enforce
settings
Enforce Operator Settings
Write
Globally edit most Enforce
settings
Show Enforce 1
View the Enforce workbench
Enforce Policy Read
Read Enforce policies
Enforce Policy Write
Edit Enforce policies
Enforce Policy Prioritize
Edit Enforce policy priorities
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Enforce Global user role permissions (continued)
Permission

Enforce
Administrator2

Enforce
Operator2

Enforce
Service
Account2

Enforce Policy
Administrator (Global)2

Enforce
Policy
User
(Global)2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Global)2

Enforce Create Enforcement
Enforce policies
Enforce Edit Any
Enforcement
Edit available policy
enforcements. Users always
have access to enforcements
that they created.
Enforce Managed Definitions
Read
Read managed definitions
Enforce Managed Definitions
Write
Edit managed definitions
Enforce Disk Encryption
Recovery Keys - Read
Read recovery keys for disk
encryption
Enforce Disk Encryption
Recovery Keys - Delete
Delete recovery keys for disk
encryption
Enforce Policy Template
Read
Read policy templates in
given content sets
Enforce Policy Template
Write
Edit policy templates in
given content sets
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Enforce Global user role permissions (continued)
Permission

Enforce
Administrator2

Enforce
Operator2

Enforce
Service
Account2

Enforce Policy
Administrator (Global)2

Enforce
Policy
User
(Global)2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Global)2

Enforce Policy Template
Delete
Delete policy templates in
given content sets
Enforce Policy Type Read
Read policy types in given
content sets
Enforce Policy Type Write
Edit policy types in given
content sets
Enforce Policy Type Delete
Delete policy types in given
content sets
Enforce Reports Read
Read reports in given
content sets
Enforce Reports Write
Edit reports in given content
sets
Enforce Reports Delete
Delete reports in given
content sets
1 To

install Enforce, you must have the reserved role of Administrator.

2 This role

provides module permissions for Tanium Trends. You can view which Trends permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium
Console. For more information, see Tanium Trends User Guide: User role requirements.
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Global Template (Permissions restricted by operating system content sets: Windows, macOS, or Linux) user
role permissions
Permission

Enforce Policy
Administrator
(Template)2

Enforce Policy
User
(Template)2

Enforce
Policy Viewer
(Template)2

Enforce Recovery
Key Administrator
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key Viewer
(Template)

Enforce Operator
Read, edit, and
delete most Enforce
objects (except edit
access to Enforce
settings)
Enforce
Administrator
Unrestricted access
to Enforce
Enforce Settings
Read
Globally read all
Enforce settings
Enforce Settings
Write
Globally edit all
Enforce settings
Enforce Operator
Settings Read
Globally read most
Enforce settings
Enforce Operator
Settings Write
Globally edit most
Enforce settings
Show Enforce 1
View the Enforce
workbench
Enforce Policy Read
Read the Enforce
policy in given
content sets
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Global Template (Permissions restricted by operating system content sets: Windows, macOS, or Linux) user
role permissions (continued)
Permission

Enforce Policy
Administrator
(Template)2

Enforce Policy
User
(Template)2

Enforce
Policy Viewer
(Template)2

Enforce Recovery
Key Administrator
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key Viewer
(Template)

Enforce Policy Write
Edit the Enforce
policy in given
content sets
Enforce Create
Enforcement
Enforce policies in
given content sets
Enforce Edit Any
Enforcement
Edit available policy
enforcements. Users
always have access
to enforcements
that they created
Enforce Managed
Definitions Read
Read managed
definitions in given
content sets
Enforce Managed
Definitions Write
Edit managed
definitions in given
content sets
Enforce Disk
Encryption Recovery
Keys - Read
Read recovery keys
for disk encryption
in given content
sets
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Global Template (Permissions restricted by operating system content sets: Windows, macOS, or Linux) user
role permissions (continued)
Permission

Enforce Policy
Administrator
(Template)2

Enforce Policy
User
(Template)2

Enforce
Policy Viewer
(Template)2

Enforce Recovery
Key Administrator
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key Viewer
(Template)

Enforce Disk
Encryption Recovery
Keys - Delete
Delete recovery keys
for disk encryption
in given content
sets
Enforce Policy
Template Read
Read policy
templates in given
content sets
Enforce Policy
Template Write
Edit policy
templates in given
content sets
Enforce Policy
Template Delete
Delete policy
templates in given
content sets
Enforce Policy Type
Read
Read policy types in
given content sets
Enforce Policy Type
Write
Edit policy types in
given content sets
Enforce Policy Type
Delete
Delete policy types
in given content
sets
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Global Template (Permissions restricted by operating system content sets: Windows, macOS, or Linux) user
role permissions (continued)
Permission

Enforce Policy
Administrator
(Template)2

Enforce Policy
User
(Template)2

Enforce
Policy Viewer
(Template)2

Enforce Recovery
Key Administrator
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key Viewer
(Template)

Enforce Reports
Read
Read reports in
given content sets
Enforce Reports
Write
Edit reports in
given content sets
Enforce Reports
Delete
Delete reports in
given content sets
1 To

install Enforce, you must have the reserved role of Administrator.

2 This role

provides module permissions for Tanium Trends. You can view which Trends permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium
Console. For more information, see Tanium Trends User Guide: User role requirements.

Module Objects with Access Control by Content Sets
Access Control
Type

Policy
Definition

Policy
Type

Policy
Templates

Policy Item

Managed
Definition Files

Reports

Disk
Encryption
Recovery
Keys

Global

Content Set

Provided Enforce Advanced user role permissions
Permission

Enforce Administrator

Enforce Operator

Enforce
Service
Account

Enforce Policy
Administrator

Enforce
Policy
User

Enforce
Policy
Viewer

Read Sensor
Read Plugin

Execute
Plugin
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For more information and descriptions of content sets and permissions, see the Tanium Core Platform User
Guide: Users and user groups.
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Installing Enforce
Tanium as a Service automatically handles module installations and upgrades.
Use the Tanium Solutions page to install Enforce and choose either automatic or manual configuration:
l

l

Automatic configuration with default settings: (supported on Tanium Core Platform 7.4.2 or later
only) Enforce is installed with any required dependencies and other selected products. After installation,
the Tanium Server automatically configures the recommended default settings. This option is the best
practice for most deployments. For more information about the automatic configuration for Enforce, see
Import and configure Enforce with default settings on page 33.
Manual configuration with custom settings: After installing Enforce, you must manually configure
required settings. Select this option only if Enforce requires settings that differ from the recommended
default settings. For more information, see Import and configure Enforce with custom settings on page
33.

Before you begin
l

Read the release notes.

l

Review the Enforce requirements on page 20.

l

If you are upgrading from a previous version, see Upgrade Enforce on page 34.

Import and configure Enforce with default settings
When you import Enforce with automatic configuration, the following default settings are configured:
l

The Enforce service account is set to the account that you used to import the module.

l

The Enforce action group is set to the computer group All Computers.

l

The Enforce tools group is set to All Computers.

To import Enforce and configure default settings, be sure to select the Apply Tanium recommended
configurations check box while performing the steps under Tanium Console User Guide: Manage Tanium
modules. After the import, verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Enforce version on page 35.

Import and configure Enforce with custom settings
To import Enforce without automatically configuring default settings, be sure to clear the Apply Tanium
recommended configurations check box while performing the steps under Tanium Console User Guide:
Manage Tanium modules. After the import, verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Enforce
version.
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Note: (Re-imports only) Do not use Enforce until the re-import process finishes. Otherwise, you
might lose work still in progress.
1. Sign in to the Tanium Console using an account with Administrator privileges.
2. From the Main menu, click Administration > Configuration > Solutions.
3. Click Import X.X (where X.X is the current module version number) under Enforce. Enforce is a Tanium
licensed solution. If it does not appear on the Tanium Modules page, contact Tanium support. See
Contact Tanium support on page 106.
4. If you are prompted, click Proceed with Import. Enter your credentials.
After the installation and configuration process completes, you see the message Import completed
successfully, and Enforce appears in the Main menu.

Set service account
An Enforce service account user must be created and then configured within Enforce to configure policies
and enforcements. This user must have the following role and access configured:
l

Administrator or Policy Administrator role

From the Enforce Settings page, in the General section, enter the Tanium credentials and click Save.
For more information about Enforce privileges, see User role requirements on page 25.

Manage dependencies for Tanium solutions
When you start the Enforce workbench for the first time, the Tanium console ensures that all of the
required dependencies for Enforce are installed at the required version. You must install all required Tanium
dependencies before the Enforce workbench can load. A banner appears if one or more Tanium
dependencies are not installed in the environment. The Tanium Console lists the required Tanium
dependencies and the required versions.
1. From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Solutions.
2. Select the required solutions, click Import Selected, and then click Begin Import. When the import is
complete, you are returned to the Tanium Solutions page.
3. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Enforce to open the EnforceOverview page after you import all
of the required Tanium dependencies.

Upgrade Enforce
For the steps to upgrade Enforce, see Tanium Console User Guide: Manage Tanium modules. After the
upgrade, verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Enforce version on page 35.
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Verify Enforce version
After you import or upgrade Enforce, verify that the correct version is installed:
1. Refresh your browser.
2. From the Main menu, click Show Enforce to open the Home page.
3. To display version information, click Info

.

What to do next
See Getting started on page 37 for more information about using Enforce.
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Configuring Enforce
The following settings are configured by default:
l

The Enforce action group is set to the computer group All Computers.

l

Enforce tools are deployed to endpoints.

Configure Enforce action group
By default, the Enforce action group is set to the All Computers. You can update the action group if
needed.
1. From the Tanium console, go to Scheduled Actions > Action Group.
2. Select Tanium Enforce and click Edit to update the action group.
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Getting started
Perform the following tasks to get started with Enforce policies.

Upload Anti-malware
Anti-malware policies require that either SCEP or Windows Defender is installed on endpoints. When
SCEP installation is enabled, enforcing an Anti-malware policy automatically installs SCEP on endpoints
that do not support Windows Defender.

In the Enforce > Overview > Settings
determine if you should modify them.

page, select the Anti-Malware tab. Review settings to

MICROSOFT SYSTEM CENTER ENDPOINT PROTECTION (SCEP) INSTALLATION

You can choose one of the following:
l

l

Disable SCEP Installation: This is the default state. Leave disabled if you are creating Anti-malware
SCEP rules and already have SCEP installed on your endpoints.
Enable SCEP Installation: Use this option to automatically install SCEP on endpoints that do not
support Windows Defender. Once enabled, click Choose File or Update File to upload an installer file.
Note: The Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager includes the SCEP client
installation file.

Please refer to Microsoft Technet: Endpoint Protection for more information about SCEP.
If Enforce has a problem with an anti-malware definition, an Error
displays next to the definition under
Anti-Malware Definitions Status in the Health section of the Enforce Anti-Malware page. View the error
reason from Settings > Anti-Malware.

Action Lock Override
You can override action locks on endpoints for anti-malware enforcements. Refer to the Tanium Interact
User Guide for more information about action locks.
To override actions locks for anti-malware enforcements:

From the Enforce menu, click Overview > Settings

.

In the General tab, enable the Anti-Malware Override check box.
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Managed Anti-Malware definitions download URLs
Windows Anti-malware policies can use Tanium to download and distribute Windows Anti-malware
definitions.
You can choose one of the following:
l

l

Automatically retrieve definitions from Microsoft: This is the default setting. Definitions are
downloaded from Microsoft.
Download definitions from custom URLs: Use this option if your network cannot reach Microsoft, and
you want to host the files on a local server and specify that URL.

The URLs listed under Managed Anti-Malware Definitions Download URLs in Enforce in the Settings >
Anti-Malware tab, specify the Microsoft links Enforce uses to download definitions. See Internet URLs on
page 23

See Create an Anti-malware policy on page 51 for further instructions.

Set defaults for AppLocker
Access the AppLocker settings from the Enforce menu under Overview > Settings

> AppLocker.

In AppLocker settings, you can select a Rule Template and define default Allow and Deny rules. A rule
template contains the default AppLocker rules that are included automatically in any AppLocker policy you
create. The rule template includes Allow and Deny rules to specify which files are allowed to run or are
blocked. You can modify these rules in individual policies as needed. You must include at least one Allow
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rule.

In AppLocker settings, you can select a Rule Template and define default Allow and Deny rules. A rule
template contains the default AppLocker rules that are included automatically in any AppLocker policy you
create. The rule template includes Allow and Deny rules to specify which files are allowed to run or are
blocked. You can modify these rules in individual policies as needed. You must include at least one Allow
rule.

Note: AppLocker Deny rules take precedence over AppLocker Allow rules. See Microsoft:
Understanding AppLocker allow and deny actions on rules.
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Block list rule template
The Block list rule templates allow Everyone to run all applications through the (Default Rule) All
files Allow rule. This rule is the only rule that is included in this rule template by default. Define the
specific applicationsyou want to block by adding Deny rules.
Note: The Block list rule template is the default rule template used in Enforce until you change it.
You cannot delete or modify the (Default Rule) All files Allow rule in this rule template because this
rule template is intended to allow all files to run except those that you specifically block through a
Deny rule.
Allow list rule template
The Allow list rule template, by default, allows only applications that Administrators run, or that are
run out of these folders:
l

All files located in the Program Files folder: applies to Everyone

l

All files located in the Windows folder: applies to Everyone

l

All files: applies to Administrators
Note: The default rules in the allow list rule templates are based on the Windows
AppLocker default rules. For more information, see Microsoft: Understanding AppLocker
default rules.

IMPORTANT: If you choose to enforce the default Allow list rule template, you might
block applications unintentionally. The Allow list rule template blocks applications
without explicitly listing the applications. For example, a program being run by a user
out of that user’s profile directory is blocked. For best results, deploy allow list policies
initially in Audit Only mode until audit reports can be reviewed and the intended
results are confirmed. See AppLocker policies workflow on page 91 for an example
workflow.
As a best practice, add to the existing default rules to allow or deny applications rather
than modifying the default rules. Test any modifications in audit mode first to ensure
that they are running as intended before you switch to blocking mode.
The Tanium Client uses BAT, EXE, and VBS files. Be sure that you do not block files in
the Tanium Client directory that might break the client functions.
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When you edit a block list or allow list template, it becomes a custom template and the pulldown
field changes to Custom.
Custom rule template
Use the Custom rule template to create your own template. This rule template does not contain any
rules by default.
You can customize any of these rule templates by adding additional Allow rules or Deny rules. Click Save to
save your changes. To go back to the original default settings, click Restore to Default.

Create Default AppLocker rules
Use rule exceptions to specify files or folders to exclude from a default AppLocker rule. You can create
default executable rules, default Windows installer rules, and default script rules.
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1. Expand a category: Default Executable Rules, Default Windows Installer Rules, or Default Script
Rules and select a template from the pulldown: Allow List, Block list, Custom.
2. Click Create to add a new default rule. Each rule type contains the same configuration fields.

a. Enter a Name for the rule.
b. Select a type: Hash, Path, Publisher.
c. For Hash, provide the Hash and optional File Size (bytes). Optionally, click the + sign to add
another hash rule.
d. For Path, provide the full path or file name in the Path field.
e. For Publisher, provide the Publisher, Product Name, and File Name. In the File Version field,
use the pulldown to indicate whether you want earlier or later versions included or only the exact
version you specify. You can use the * character as a wildcard in any of these values.
3. In the Windows User section, select whether this rule applies to Everyone or only Administrators.
4. Click Save for the rule.
5. Click Create for the policy.
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Configure Endpoint Encryption settings
INSTALL SHARED SERVICES

Tanium BitLocker and FileVault policies require the installation of shared services. A checklist displays in
the Overview > Settings
>Endpoint Encryption tab to show you the status of each of the required
services. See Tanium dependencies on page 20 for shared service version requirements.
1. The End-User Notifications service must be installed and the End-User Notifications package must be
pushed out to endpoints where the BitLocker policy is enforced.
2. The Direct Connect service must be installed and the Direct Connect package must be pushed out to
endpoints where the BitLocker policy is enforced.
3. Core Content must be installed and pushed out to endpoints.
Note: You can create disk encryption policies even if one or more of these components are not in
place, but the policy will not successfully enforce until the entire configuration is on the endpoint.
SPECIFY THE ENCRYPTION KEY

Before you create a BitLocker or FileVault policy, you must specify the Key Encryption Key:

1. From the Enforce menu, click Overview > Settings

>Endpoint Encryption.

2. Click Generate Key.
3. Click Save Key to copy the key to the clipboard. Then store it outside of the Tanium console for
safe-keeping. In a disaster recovery scenario, you will need this key.
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Endpoint encryption recovery database
Before you create endpoint encryption policies, you must configure a database to store the recovery keys.
This database can be hosted on the Tanium Module Server or it can be a separate database you set up and
configure.
Choose where to host the database:
l

Tanium Module Server hosted - If you select to host the database on the Tanium Module Server,
you must agree to back up the database by selecting the check box. No further configuration is
required.
Note: The database files are located in the Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\services\enforce-services-files\postgresql directory. See the
Tanium Platform Deployment Guide for back up instructions.

l

Self hosted - If you select to host the database on your own server, you must configure it as follows:

SELF HOSTED RECOVERY KEY DATABASE REQUIREMENTS

Requirements for Postgres and Microsoft SQL Server databases.
l

CPU: 4 Cores

l

RAM: 8 GB

l

Hard Drive: 80 GB

Configure the self hosted encryption database
l

l

You must first generate and save the key encryption key as detailed in Specify the Encryption Key on
page 43.
Select a database server type: Postgresql or Microsoft SQL Server.

CONNECT TO POSTGRESQL

The following information is used to connect to your Postgresql database.
Note: The provided database must be SSL enabled.
1. Enter the database server Host Name.
2. Enter the Port number.
3. Enter the User name to login to the database.
4. Enter the Password to login to the database.
5. Enter the Database name
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6. Click Choose File to upload the Postgres server certificate file. This file is used to securely connect
the recovery portal to the Postgres database to retrieve lost keys.
7. Click Save.
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CONNECT TO MICROSOFT SQL SERVER

The following information is used to connect to your Microsoft SQL server database.
Note: The provided database must be SSL enabled.
1. Enter the database server Host Name.
2. Enter the Port number.
3. Enter the User name to login to the database.
4. Enter the Password to login to the database.
5. (Optional) Provide the Domain name of the database server.
6. Enter the Database name
7. Click Save.
See Create a BitLocker policy on page 57 or Create a FileVault policy on page 66 for further instructions.
Note: Optionally, you can configure a self-service recovery portal that users can access if they forget
their PIN or password. See Reference: Encryption management recovery portal on page 116.

Manage Windows device classes and devices
Click Settings from the Enforce menu and go to Device Control to manage the global list of Windows
device classes and devices for use with Windows device control policies.
Device Classes
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The list includes the predefined device classes that are provided by Microsoft and any additional device
classes that were added, either from this page or through a device control policy. Click Device Classes to
manage the global list of device classes.

The list includes the predefined device classes that are provided by Microsoft and any additional device
classes that were added, either from this page or through a device control policy. Click Device Classes to
manage the global list of device classes.

l

Use the sort menu to sort the list by Name, Type, or Associated Policy.

l

Use the Filter by name field to filter the list by a specific name.

l

Click Create to add a custom device class to the global list.
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l

You can edit or delete custom device classes:
l Select a custom device class and click Edit to update the configuration for that device class.
l

Select a custom device class and click Delete to delete that device class.

Note: Only custom device classes can be modified or deleted. You cannot modify or delete the
default device classes. Changes that are made to device classes through the global list are pushed out
to all policies that reference the device class. If you delete a device class, it is removed from all
policies where it is referenced.
Devices
This list includes devices that were added from this page or through a device control policy. Click Devices
to manage the global list of devices.
l

Use the sort menu to sort the list by Name or Associated Policy.

l

Use the Filter by name field to filter the list by a specific name.

l

Click Create to add a new device to the global list.

l

Select a device and click Edit to update the configuration for that device.

l

Select a device and click Delete to delete that device.

Note: Changes that are made to devices through the global list are pushed out to all policies that
reference the device. If you delete a device class, it is removed from all policies where it is
referenced.
See Create a Windows device control policy on page 61 for further instructions.

Next steps
Create Policies
Configure Windows administrative policies for computer groups. See Creating policies on page 50.

Enforcements
After policies are configured, create enforcements to apply them to endpoints. See Enforcing policies on
page 86.
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Creating policies
You can create the following policies in Enforce.
Anti-Malware
Anti-malware policies use the Microsoft Anti-malware engine to protect your endpoints from viruses.
Configured using Machine administrative templates- Windows Defender Antivirus Active Directory
administrative group policy objects on Windows systems. See Create an Anti-malware policy on page
51.
AppLocker
AppLocker policies provide access control by using application whitelisting. Use AppLocker policies
to prevent unwanted executables from running on your endpoints (Deny rules) or to only allow
certain applications to run on endpoints (Allow rules). See Create an AppLocker policy on page 53.
BitLocker
Use BitLocker policies to encrypt drives on endpoints using Windows BitLocker Drive Encryption. For
more information about BitLocker Drive Encryption. See Create a BitLocker policy on page 57.
Device Control - All Devices
Use this policy to restrict the installation of new devices. With this policy type, the installation of any
new device is blocked unless the device is explicitly allowed by either the device class or the
hardware ID of the device. See Create a Windows device control policy. See Create a Windows device
control policy on page 61.
Device Control - Removable Storage
Use this policy to control access permissions to specific removable media categories. The types of
removable media predefined by Microsoft are CD-ROM and DVD drives, floppy disk drives, removable
disk drives, tape drives, and Windows Portable Devices (WPD). See Create a Windows device control
policy on page 61.
FileVault Policy
Use FileVault policies to encrypt drives on endponts using macOS FileVault Encryption. For more
information about FileVault, see Create a FileVault policy on page 66.
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Firewall Management - Windows and Linux
Firewall management policies consist of rules that block or allow network traffic using the built-in
operating system firewall. See Create a Windows firewall management policy on page 69 and Create a
Linux firewall management policy on page 73.
Machine Administrative Templates
Machine administrative template policies target machine-based Active Directory administrative
template (ADMX) group policy objects on Windows systems. Use machine administrative policies to
apply consistent rules to Windows devices regardless of the logged in user. See Create a Machine
administrative template policy on page 77

Note: The following Microsoft packages are used in Windows administrative template policies:
Windows 10 baseline, Google Chrome, MS Office, and Windows Security Baseline ADMX files (MSSlegacy and SecGuide).
Remediation Policy
A remediation policy is a list of tasks that run sequentially on the endpoint(s). See Create a
remediation policy on page 81.
Software Restriction Policy (SRP)
SRPs consist of rules that block the execution of applications and are created using Windows SRP
component. See Create an SRP management policy on page 83

Create an Anti-malware policy
Anti-malware policies consist of groups of settings. You can only have one Anti-malware rule per policy;
however, a single Anti-malware rule within one policy can have multiple settings.
Note: Make sure you have completed the steps detailed in the Upload Anti-malware on page 37
section before configuring anti-malware policies.

Default Windows Defender policy
Enforce provides a default Windows Defender policy. View this policy in the Enforce menu > Policies page.
The default policy contains settings for client interface, anti-virus quarantining, scanning, and exclusions.
Expand each policy to view the pre-configured settings. You can edit or delete this policy. Create an
enforcement to deploy it to endpoints.
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Configure a new anti-malware policy
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Create Policy button.
2. In the Summary section, do the following:
l Enter a Name and Description for the policy.
l

l

Select Machine Administrative Templates from the Policy Type options. (You can filter policy
types by operating system (All, Windows, Mac, Linux).
Click Next.

3. (Optional) If you already have a policy of this type, you can use that policy as the starting point for a new
policy. Select the policy in the Starting Point pull down.
4. In the Anti-malware Specific Settings section, click the Create exclusions for Tanium processes
button. The required Tanium exclusions are automatically added to the policy.

5. Determine if you should keep Deploy definition update using Tanium for Managed Definitions
enabled.
6. Complete the fields for Definition Grace Period to specify how often endpoints use Tanium to check for
Anti-malware definition updates. This value represents how old an Anti-malware definition can be before
the policy is considered unenforced. The default grace period is 1 day.
Note: By default, Anti-malware rules are configured to use Tanium to deploy Anti-malware
definition updates. If an endpoint has not received an update within the specified grace
period, it is considered unenforced. When this option is unchecked, endpoints retrieve
definitions directly from Microsoft.
7. Search for Windows Defender in the Configure Policy Settings section. Enable Windows Defender
policies and enter settings as needed.
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Note: Anti-malware policies require that endpoints have either SCEP or Windows Defender
installed. When SCEP Installation is enabled, enforcing an Anti-malware policy automatically
installs SCEP on endpoints that do not support Windows Defender.
8. Click the Add to Policy button after you configure a policy setting.
9. Click the Create button at the bottom of the page once all settings for the policy are complete. The
policy now appears in the Policies list in the Machines tab. When you create an Anti-Malware policy,
you can add settings to control the user experience.
You can enforce a policy from three different places in the UI.
l

The Enforcements page

l

The Policy list page

l

The Policy details page

See Enforcing policies on page 86 for details.

Create an AppLocker policy
Note: For successful AppLocker rule enforcement, Enforce starts the Application Identity service on
the endpoint.
The Enforce settings include default rule templates for each rule type used in AppLocker policies. The Block
list rule template is used by default until you change it. For more information about changing the default
rule templates, see Set defaults for AppLocker on page 38.
Only one AppLocker policy is in effect on an endpoint at a given time. Therefore, if you want to enforce
rules for multiple app types (Executable, Windows Installer, or Script) on a particular endpoint, you must
use one AppLocker policy with rules for each app type (and not a separate policy for each one). If there are
multiple policies with the same policy type applied to an endpoint, the priority of the policy is used to
resolve the conflict.
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Create Policy button.
2. In the Summary section, do the following:
l Enter a Name and Description for the policy.
l

l

Select AppLocker from the Policy Type options. (You can filter policy types by operating system
(All, Windows, Mac, Linux).
Click Next.

3. (Optional) If you already have a policy of this type, you can use that policy as the starting point for a new
policy. Select the policy in the Starting Point pull down.
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4. (Optional) Provide a Support URL if you want to display a custom URL when a user tries to run an
app that is blocked.
5. You can import AppLocker rules using the XML files you generate in the AppLocker section of the
Windows Local Security Policy Tool or an exported Enforce AppLocker policy to quickly add
multiple rules to a policy. See Import an AppLocker rule on page 57
6. Select one or more rule types to configure for the policy: Executable, Windows Installer, or Script.
There is a section to configure for each rule type you select. Deny and Allow rules are populated with the
default rule template you chose in the Enforce Settings > AppLocker section.

7. Add additional rules, if necessary, as follows.
l

l

Click Create in the Deny section to create a deny rule that prevents the specified files from running
on endpoints where the policy is enforced.
Click Create in the Allow section to create an allow rule that allows the specified files to run on
endpoints where the policy is enforced.

Note: AppLocker Deny rules take precedence over AppLocker Allow rules. (You must
include at least one Allow rule.) See Set defaults for AppLocker on page 38 in the Getting
Started section of this guide for best practice and rule precedence information.
Be aware of AppLocker allow or deny rules that are set in your Domain Policy. These
rules might take precedence over AppLocker rules created in Enforce.
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IMPORTANT: As a best practice, add to the existing default rules to allow or deny files
rather than modifying the default rules. Test any modifications in audit mode first to
ensure that they are running as intended before you switch to blocking mode.
The Tanium Client uses BAT, EXE, and VBS files. Be sure that you do not block scripts in
the Tanium Client directory that might break the client functions.
l

Specify the following settings for each rule that you add:
a. Select whether the rule is Audit Only or Blocking.

b. Click Create and provide a Name for the rule.
c. In the Type section, select Path, Hash, or Publisher.
d. Specify the settings for the file:
l If you selected Path, provide the file name or path in the Path field.
l

l

If you selected Hash, provide the Hash and optional file size in bytes. Optionally, click
the + sign to add another hash rule.
If you selected Publisher, provide the Publisher, Product Name, File Name, and
File Version, using the pulldown to indicae whether you want earlier or later versions
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included or only the version you specify. Use the * character as a wildcard for any of
these values.

e. Select Everyone or Administrators in the Windows User section.
8. Click Create.
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Import an AppLocker rule
1. Click Browse for File in the Import Rules From XML section.
2. Select the XML file that contains the exported AppLocker rules and click Open.
3. The Import Pending Review window shows up to three tabs, depending on the content in the XML file:
the new rules added to the policy from the imported XML file, the rules Enforce cannot import, and
duplicate rules.

4. Click Proceed to import the XML file.
5. Click Save.

Create a BitLocker policy
Note: Make sure you have completed the steps detailed in the Configure Endpoint Encryption
settings on page 43 section before configuring BitLocker policies.

Note: Optionally, you can configure a self-service recovery portal that users can access if they forget
their PIN or password. See Reference: Encryption management recovery portal on page 116.
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Create Policy button.
2. In the Summary section:
l Enter a Name and Description for the policy.
l

l

Select BitLocker from the Policy Type options. (You can filter policy types by operating system
(All, Windows, Mac, Linux).
Click Next.

3. (Optional) If you already have a policy of this type, you can use that policy as the starting point for a new
policy. Select the policy in the Starting Point pull down.
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Note: If there are requirements for this policy that are missing, that information is displayed in
the Configuration Status section. See Configure Endpoint Encryption settings on page 43 for
BitLocker requirements.
4. In the Startup Authentication section:
l For computers that have a TPM chip, specify the behavior of the computer at startup or reboot
when the drive is encrypted:
TPM only
If you choose TPM only, the drive is unlocked at startup or reboot using the integrated
TPM chip with no user interaction.
Note: With TPM only, the drive can be encrypted when there is no end user logged into
the computer. Keys are backed up to the Tanium database. One or more reboots are
required, and you can use a Tanium package to accomplish that. It is recommended
that you monitor the system status and push the reboot when needed.
TPM + PIN
If you choose TPM + PIN, the user configures a PIN during the initial BitLocker setup on
the computer. The user must enter that PIN when the computer starts or reboots.
If you use a PIN, you must set the Minimum PIN Length. Set this value to a number
between 6 and 20. By default, PINs can only include numbers. If you want to allow PINs
to include uppercase and lowercase letters, symbols, numbers, and spaces, select
Enhanced PIN. If you do not want to allow PINs or passwords that consist of all the
same character (11111111) or a sequence of characters (12345678), select Enforce
minimum complexity requirements.
l

l

Computers without TPM: Specify whether you want to Allow BitLocker to run without a
compatible TPM.
If you select this option, you can enforce the policy on computers that do not have a
compatible TPM chip. Users must enter a password to access the encrypted drive.
Specify whether you want to Enforce minimum complexity requirements for PINs or
passwords. This prevents PINs from using duplicate or sequential characters.
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5. In the Encryption Details section:
l

l

Choose: Full or Used Disk Space Only. For more information on this option, see Microsoft:
Overview of BitLocker Device Encryption in Windows 10.
Select the Encryption Type: Hardware, Software, or Hardware and Software.
Note: If you select Hardware and Software, BitLocker software-based encryption is
used if the drive does not support hardware-based encryption.
If you selected Software or Hardware and Software for the Encryption Type, set the
Encryption Method for each operating system..
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Note: This setting applies only to software-based encryption. It configures the
encryption algorithm and key cipher strength for the drive. For more information on this
setting, see Microsoft: BitLocker Group Policy settings.
6. In the Non Operating System Disk Encryption section:
l (Optional) Deny write access to removable drives not protected by BitLocker.
7. In the End User Notifications section:
l

l

l

Select or drag and drop an image file (PNG, GIF, or JPG/JPEG) and title to use in the notifications
window for all BitLocker notifications.

For Reboot Computer, provide the window Title and Message that you want to display to
users before the computer is rebooted. This message is the first message that displays to the
user after the policy is enforced. It should prompt them to reboot their computer when
possible to prepare their drive for encryption.
In the Encrypt Hard Drive section, provide window Title and Messagethat you want to display to
users to notify them that they must reboot their computer to begin the encryption process. This
message displays when the user's drive is prepared for encryption, which occurs after the first
reboot. This message should prompt the user to reboot their computer when possible to start the
encryption. Tip: You might want to inform users that drive encryption is not a disruptive process
and that they can continue to work while encryption occurs.
l If applicable, in the message, notify users that they must reset the password or PIN.

Note: This option is available only when you choose the TPM + PIN or Allow
BitLocker to run without a compatible TPM options.
8. In the Key Recovery section:
l

l

Specify the Pre-Boot Recovery Message. If you chose the TPM + PIN or Allow BitLocker to run
without a compatible TPM option, this message displays to users at startup and reboot on the
screen where the PIN or password is entered. As a best practice, include the URL for the recovery
portal.
Select how often you want keys to rotate from the Recovery Key Rotation drop-down list.

IMPORTANT: ue to Microsoft Windows OS constraints, if you change the protection
settings in an existing BitLocker policy, you must decrypt endpoints and re-encrypt
them again for the changes to be applied.

Note: Click Restore Default for any of these sections to remove your text and return to
the default text.
9. Click Create.
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View BitLocker Recovery Keys
View recovery key information, such as computer name, user name, recovery key ID, and last rotation.
From the Enforce menu, click Endpoint Encryption to view health date and recovery key information.

Create a Windows device control policy
Windows device control policies provide two modes for administering devices on Windows endpoints.
Removable Storage
Controls access permissions on removable media. The types of removable media predefined by
Microsoft are CD-ROM and DVD drives, floppy disk drives, removable disk drives, tape drives, and
Windows Portable Devices (WPD).
With this mode, you can deny specific permissions to categories of removable devices. On the
endpoint, the permissions are managed using local group policy settings located in Administrative
Templates > System > Removable Storage Access.
All Devices
Restricts the installation of new devices. This advanced mode provides more granular control by
using a list-based approach.
With this mode, the installation of any new device is blocked unless the device is explicitly allowed
by either the device class or the hardware ID of the device. Optional settings allow administrators to
bypass all restrictions and to uninstall existing USB storage devices that are not on the allowed list of
devices. On the endpoint, the permissions are managed using local group policy settings located in
Administrative Templates > System > Device Installation > Device Installation Restrictions.

Note: Make sure you have completed the steps detailed in the Manage Windows device classes and
devices on page 47 section before configuring device control policies.
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Create Policy button.
2. In the Summary section, do the following:
l
l

l

Enter a Name and Description for the policy.
Select Device Control - Removable Storage - Windows or Device Control - All Devices Windows from the Policy Type options. (You can filter policy types by operating system (All,
Windows, Mac, Linux).
Click Next.
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Create a Windows device control policy to administer removable devices
1. (Optional) If you already have a policy of this type, you can use that policy as the starting point for a new
policy. Select the policy in the Starting Point pull down.
2. In the Device Control section, select the type of removable storage that you want to administer and the
access that you want to deny for that storage type.

3. Click Create to create.

Create a Windows device control policy to administer all devices
CAUTION: This mode blocks new installations of all devices by default. This mode includes an
optional setting to uninstall existing USB storage devices that are not on the policy allow list. All
other existing devices remain installed and will not be blocked, including devices that are not
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currently connected but were installed previously. You must add devices to the policy allow list to
allow installation to endpoints. Carefully test configurations and their impacts before you deploy
them widely.
1. (Optional) If you already have a policy of this type, you can use that policy as the starting point for a new
policy. Select the policy in the Starting Point pull down.
2. (Optional) In the Deny Notification section, select Provide a notification message for users when a
device is denied access and specify a message to display when a user attempts to install a restricted
device.
3. In the Allow (General) Device Rules section, configure the following settings:
l

In the Administrator Permissions section, select the Allow Administrators to bypass all
restrictions option to enable end-users to bypass the restrictions if they are logged in as an
administrator.
Note: Devices do not install automatically when this option is selected. Administrators
must manually install the device through Device Manager.

l

In the Existing USB Devices section, select the Uninstall existing USB storage devices not
on the allowed list of devices option to uninstall USB storage devices that are not on the
allow list.

Note: As a safeguard against uninstalling devices that are required for the system to run,
other devices that are currently installed on an endpoint, including devices that are not
currently connected but were installed previously, are not uninstalled when this option
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is selected. If the device is in use when the policy is enforced on the endpoint, the
device is uninstalled at the next reboot of the endpoint. In this scenario, the policy
status sensor returns a status indicating that prohibited devices are still installed.
4. In the Allow (Device Classes) section, define groups of devices that you want to allow in your
environment. Many device classes are predefined by Microsoft, and you can define custom device
classes. Each device class has a globally unique identifier (GUID). For more information about device
classes, see Microsoft: Hardware Dev Center: Device Classes. When you add a device class, it is stored
in the global device class list, which you can access from the Settings page.
Note: If you add a device by device class, you must allow all of the device nodes in the device
tree for that class. For example, if you want to allow the installation of a USB storage device,
you must allow the installation of Disk Drives and USB Bus Devices (hubs and host
controllers). For more information, see Microsoft: Hardware Dev Center: Device nodes and
device stacks.
l

l

Click Import to query all Windows endpoints for their installed device classes and import them
to the allow list. With this option, you can quickly add any custom device classes that might
be used in your environment. Device classes that are already known to Enforce, marked with a
warning icon , are not imported to avoid duplicates. From this page, you can select all
device classes that were found on endpoints or you can select individual device classes. Click
Proceed to add the selected device classes to the allow list.
Click Manage Existing to add existing device classes to the allow list. This list contains the
predefined device classes that are provided by Microsoft and any device classes that were
manually added previously. From this page, you can add or remove all available device classes,
or add or remove individual device classes.

Note: If you added a device class using the Create option, you will not see it in this list until
you save the policy.
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l

Click Create to add a new device class. Specify a device class name, valid GUID, and optional
description. Click Create again to add the device class to the allow list.

5. In the Allow (Devices) section, define individual devices that you want to allow in your environment.
This option is useful if, for example, you want to allow a USB storage device from a specific
manufacturer that is supported by your company, but no other USB storage devices. You do not need
to allow the associated device classes when you allow a specific device. When you add a device, it is
stored in the global device list, which you can access from the Enforce settings page. For more
information on the global list, see Manage Windows device classes and devices on page 47.
l Click Create to add a new device. Specify a device name and an optional ID. Click Create
again to add the device to the allow list.
Note: Most devices have several hardware IDs. These IDs range from the most specific,
which identifies a particular device, to a more general ID, which might identify a device
type. Use the hardware ID that is appropriate for your environment.
l

l

Click Import to query all Windows endpoints for their installed USB storage devices and
import them to the allow list. With this option, you can quickly add any USB storage devices
that might be used in your environment. USB storage devices that are already known to
Enforce, marked with a warning icon , are not imported to avoid duplicates. From this page,
you can select all USB storage devices that were found on endpoints or you can select
individual USB storage devices. Click Proceed to add the selected USB storage devices to the
allow list.
Click Manage Existing to add existing devices to the allow list. This list contains devices that
were manually added previously. From this page, you can add or remove all available devices,
or add or remove individual devices.

6. Click Create.
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Create a FileVault policy
Before you create a FileVault policy, you must have the following configuration in place:
1. A database to store encryption keys. For more information, see Configure Endpoint Encryption
settings on page 43.
2. The End-User Notifications service must be installed and the End-User Notifications package must be
pushed out to endpoints where the FileVault policy is enforced.
3. The Direct Connect service must be installed and the Direct Connect package must be pushed out to
endpoints where the FileVault policy is enforced.
Note: You can create FileVault policies even if one or more of these components are not in place, but
the policy will not successfully enforce until the entire configuration is on the endpoint.

Note: Optionally, you can configure a self-service recovery portal that users can access if they forget
their PIN or password. See Reference: Encryption management recovery portal on page 116.

IMPORTANT: If endpoints already have FileVault enabled without using the Tanium Enforce FileVault
policy, you must run the Enforce - Decrypt FileVault package on those endpoints first. Then you can
deploy the Enfore FileVault policy. If you fail to do this, the Enforce FileVault policy will appear to be
successfully enforced, but the recovery key won't be backed up. Therefore recovery keys will not
work.

Create the policy
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Create Policy button.
2. In the Summary section, do the following:
l Enter a Name and Description for the policy.
l

l

Select FileVault from the Policy Type options. (You can filter policy types by operating system
(All, Windows, Mac, Linux).
Click Next.

3. (Optional) If you already have a policy of this type, you can use that policy as the starting point for a new
policy. Select the policy in the Starting Point pull down.
Note: If there are requirements for this policy that are missing, that information is displayed in
the Configuration Status section. See Configure Endpoint Encryption settings on page 43 for
FileVault requirements.
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4. In the End User Notification section:
l Select an image file (PNG, GIF, or JPG/JPEG) to use in the notifications window for all FileVault
notifications.
l

l

In the Window Title section, provide a concise name for the window prompt, such as FileVault
Encryption.
In the Message Title section, provide a brief description of the policy for the user. In the Message
section, provide the message that you want to display to users. This message is the first message
that displays to the user after the policy is enforced.

5. In the Key Recovery section:
l Select the Enable Private Key check box if you are using a unique, machine-generated Personal
Recovery Key that is accessible to end users. If you are using the recovery portal (Postgres DB),
select this key type. See Reference: Encryption management recovery portal for recovery portal
configuration details.
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l

Select the Enable Public Key check box if you are using an Institutional Recovery Key. For
information on generating Institutional Recovery Keys, see macOS: Set a FileVault recovery key
for computers in your institution.
Once the keychain is generated, remove the private key from the master keychain. Then in the
Enforce policy, click the Upload Public Key button to locate the public key and upload it to the
Tanium console. This key will be sent down to endpoints along with the FileVault policy. The public
key, in combination with the private key you securely store elsewhere, is used to recover encrypted
data if a user forgets their password.

IMPORTANT: For Institutional Recovery Key, you must remove the private key from the master
keychain before sending the FileVault policy to endpoints. If you fail to do this, the private key
will be placed on each endpoint along with the public key.

Note: Once you upload a key, a Download Public Key link appears that allows you to retrieve
the key to verify it, if necessary.

Note: Once the disk is encrypted after a reboot, it can take up to an hour for recovery keys to
be backed up.
6. Configure Additional Options as needed:
Prompt user to enable FileVault at log in only
When selected, the Enable FileVault password prompt displays at the next log in. If you do not
select this check box, the user is prompted for the Enable FileVault password at the next log
out.
Allow user to cancel Enable FileVault log in prompt and choose a Condition
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l

l

Select Always allow user to cancel prompt to give the user unlimited access to the cancel
button on the Enable FileVault password prompt.
Select Only allow user to cancel prompt <#> times to put a limit on the number of times the
user can cancel the prompt before being forced to enter a password to enable FileVault.

7. Click Create.

Create a Windows firewall management policy
Note: When a Windows firewall management policy is enforced on an endpoint, Enforce starts the
MpsSvc (Windows Firewall) service on that endpoint.

Note: The maximum number of firewall rules per policy is 1000.
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Create Policy button.
2. In the Summary section, do the following:
l
l

l

Enter a Name and Description for the policy.
Select Firewall Management - Windows from the Policy Type options. (You can filter policy
types by operating system (All, Windows, Mac, Linux).
Click Next.

3. (Optional) If you already have a policy of this type, you can use that policy as the starting point for a new
policy. Select the policy in the Starting Point pull down.
4. In the Rule Management section, choose Replace or Merge
The Replace option removes all existing firewall rules on the endpoint and replaces them with the rules
in this policy. The Merge option leaves the existing firewall policies on the endpoint in place and adds the
rules in this policy.
5. Configure the following settings in the Firewall Profiles section:
l Expand Domain, Private , and/or Public to define the policy profiles. For more information about
protocols, see Microsoft Technet: Understanding Firewall Profiles.
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l

For Network Selection, choose Default, Enabled, or Disabled.
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Create a new Windows firewall rule
1. In the Firewall Rules section, click Add Rule.
2. Complete the following fields for your firewall rule:
Field

Description

Name

This is a required field. Enter a brief name for the rule.

Direction

This is a required field. Select Outbound, Inbound, or Bi-directional for the
direction of the connection.

Action

This is a required field. Select either Block or Allow depending on the type of
rule you are creating.

Network Protocol

This is a required field. Select a protocol. If you specify UDP or TCP for the
protocol, then you must specify at least one value in the following fields:
Application Path, Local Address(es), Local Port(s), Remote Address(es),
Remote Port(s), or Service Name.
For more information about protocols, see Microsoft Technet: Firewall Rule
Properties.

Group

This is an optional field. You can specify a group name here or choose one that
already exists that can help organize your firewall rules.

Profiles

Select the applicable profiles. If you do not select one or more profiles, the
rule is created as if all profiles were selected.

Application Path

An example of an application path is
C:\Windows\System32\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0\powershell.exe.

Local Address(es)

Use this field to target the rule to specific local IP addresses. Separate IP
addresses with commas.

Local Port(s)

This field is most likely populated for Inbound connections. You can specify
port ranges, for example: 80, 443, 5000-5010.

Remote Address(es)

This field can be used to target the rule to a specific remote IP address.
Separate IP addresses with commas.

Remote Port(s)

This field is most likely populated for Outbound connections. You can specify
port ranges, for example: 80, 443, 5000-5010.

Service Name

This field can be used for a Windows Service Display name.

3. Click Create .
4. Edit a policy once you have created it by selecting the policy on the Policies page and then clicking
Edit, making any necessary changes, and clicking Enforce Changes if enforcements exist or Update
(if no enforcements are in place).

Import firewall rules from a Windows TSV file
Before you can import a firewall policy into Enforce from a Windows TSV file, you must export it from
Windows.
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1. In Windows, go to Windows Firewall Advanced Security.
2. In the left pane, right-click on Inbound Rules and click Export List. Save the file as a Text (Tab
Delimited) .txt file.

3. In the Firewall Rules section, click the Import button.
4. Click the Select TSV File button to locate the files that contains the exported firewall rules and
click Open. The Import window shows the file name and how many rules are being imported.
5. Select the Direction.
6. Click Proceed.
7. Repeat these steps for Outbound Rules to export them from Windows and import them into Enforce.
If the file you are importing does not include a Service column, a warning displays. If your firewall rules
depend on the Service field, add the Service column and re-export the firewall rules from Windows.
To add a Service column
1. In Windows, go to Windows Firewall with Advanced Security.
2. Select Add/Remove Columns from the View menu.
3. Select Service from Available columns and click Add.
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4. Click OK.
5. Select Export List from the Action menu and save it to a file.

Import firewall rules from Tanium Endpoints
1. In the Firewall Rules section, click Import Rules from Tanium Endpoints from the Import drop-down
button.
2. In the Import Rules from Tanium Endpoints window, select the rules already existing on Tanium
endpoints that you want to import
3. Click Add Rules.
You can enforce a policy from three different places in the UI.
l

The Enforcements page

l

The Policy list page

l

The Policy details page

See Enforcing policies on page 86 for details.

Create a Linux firewall management policy
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Create Policy button.
2. In the Summary section, do the following:
l
l

l

Enter a Name and Description for the policy.
Select Firewall Management - Linux from the Policy Type options. (You can filter policy types
by operating system (All, Windows, Mac, Linux).
Click Next.
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3. (Optional) If you already have a policy of this type, you can use that policy as the starting point for a new
policy. Select the policy in the Starting Point pull down.
4. In the Linux Firewall Default Chain Policies section, select ACCEPT or DROP for the Input, Output,
and Forward fields.
5. In the Linux Firewall Default Rules section, view the default input, output, and forward rules. You
cannot edit these defaults.
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Create a new Linux firewall rule
1. In the Firewall Rules section, click Add Rule.
2. Complete the following fields for your firewall rule:
Field

Description

Name

This is a required field. Enter a brief name for the rule.

Table

Filter is the only supported table at this time.

Chain

This is a required field. Select INPUT, OUTPUT, or FORWARD to specify where
in a packet's delivery path a rule is evaluated.

Target

This is a required field. Select one of the following:
ACCEPT: Allows the packet.
DROP: Drops the packet.
QUEUE: Pass the packet to userspace.
REJECT: Send a response back and drop the packet.

Network Protocol

This is an optional field where you can select the protocol of the rule or of the
packet to check. The specified protocol can be one of the predefined options
or it can be a numeric value, representing one of these protocols or a different
one. Protocol all is the default when this option is omitted.
Select the Inverse check box include everything but the selected protocol.

State

Select one of the following:
l

l

l

l

Source Address

New: The packet has started a new connection.
Established: The packet is associated with a connection which has seen
packets in both directions.
Related: The packet is starting a new connection, but is associated with an
existing connection.
Invalid: The packet could not be identified for some reason.

A comma separated list of network names, IP addresses with masks, plain IP
addresses, or IP address ranges.
Select the Inverse check box to include everything but addresses you entered.

Destination Address

A comma separated list of network names, IP addresses with masks, plain IP
addresses, or IP address ranges.
Select the Inverse check box to include everything but addresses you entered.

Optional fields that might appear depending on choices you make for some of the fields above:
Source port(s)

A comma separated list of ports or port ranges.

Destination ports(s)

A comma separated list of ports or port ranges.

In Interface

Name of an interface via which a packet was received.

Out Interface

Name of an interface via which a packet is going to be sent.
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Note: Depending on the choices you make for the Chain, Target, and Network Protocol
fields, additional optional fields might appear that you can complete.
3. Click Create .
4. Edit a policy once you have created it by selecting the policy on the Policies page and then clicking
Edit, making any necessary changes, and clicking Enforce Changes if enforcements exist or Update
(if no enforcements are in place).

Import Linux firewall rules from Tanium endpoints
1. In the Linux Firewall Rules section, click Import > Import Rules from Tanium Endpoints.

2. In the Import Firewall Rules from Tanium Endpoints window, select the check boxes for rules already
existing on Tanium endpoints that you want to import.
3. Click Add Rules.
Note: Some rules might specify “rule not supported …”. This means that Enforce does not support
this rule, but the entire rule configuration is shown in the rule listing so that you can configure it
manually if needed.
You can enforce a policy from three different places in the UI.
l

The Enforcements page

l

The Policy list page

l

The Policy details page

See Enforcing policies on page 86 for details.
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Create a Machine administrative template policy
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Machines tab.
2. Click the Create Policy button.
3. In the Summary section, do the following:
l
l

l

Enter a Name and Description for the policy.
Select Machine Administrative Templates from the Policy Type options. (You can filter policy
types by operating system (All, Windows, Mac, Linux). Machine administrative template policies
target machine-based ADMX (Active Directory administrative templates) group policy objects.
Click Next.

4. (Optional) If you already have a policy of this type, you can use that policy as the starting point for a new
policy. Select the policy in the Starting Point pull down.
5. In the Configure Policy Settings section, select a category on the left side, and the available settings for
that category appear on the right side.
l Search Categories and Settings— There is a search field at the top of the categories column on
the left side. Type the name of the category or setting you are looking for and an asterisk appears
to the right of all items that contain the search criteria.

l

Some high-level categories for Machine administrative template policies are listed in the Machine
Administrative Templates Policy Categories Example on page 77 table below.

Machine Administrative Templates Policy Categories Example
Category (top level)

Overview

Control Panel

Includes display, personalization, regional and language options, and printers.
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Machine Administrative Templates Policy Categories Example (continued)
Category (top level)

Overview

Google Chrome

Includes cookies, Javascript, and image settings.

MS Security Guide

Includes UAC restrictions and SMB server and client.

MSS (Legacy)

Includes legacy Windows registry values that predate group policy.

Microsoft Office

Included Window security restrictions and storage of user passwords.

Network

Includes network connections.

Printers

Includes prevention of security issues with print driver installation.

Start Menu and Task Bar

Includes notifications.

System

Includes driver installation, display, locale services, group policy, mitigation
options, logon, power management, removable storage access, and user profiles.

Windows Components

Includes app runtime, attachment manager, autoplay policies, cloud content,
credential user interface, edge UI, and Windows Defender antivirus.

Note: For the full list of policy settings included in Windows administrative template files,
see Microsoft: Group Policy Settings Reference for Windows and Windows Server and Microsoft
Security Compliance Toolkit 1.0.
6. When you configure a policy, the following settings are available: Not Configured, Enabled, and
Disabled. Both Not Configured and Disabled use default Microsoft settings. When you change the state
to Enabled, you can enter your own settings. Refer to Microsoft for a detailed explanation of each state.
Note: There is help text from Microsoft for each Policy Setting in the Enforce UI page for that
setting.
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7. Click the Add to Policy button after you configure a policy setting.
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8. Click the Create button at the bottom of the page once all settings for the policy are complete. The
policy now appears in the Policies list.

You can enforce a policy from three different places in the UI.
l

The Enforcements page

l

The Policy list page

l

The Policy details page

See Enforcing policies on page 86 for details.
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Create a remediation policy
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Create Policy button.
2. In the Summary section, do the following:
l
l

l

Enter a Name and Description for the policy.
Select Remediation - Windows, Mac, or Linux from the Policy Type options. (You can filter
policy types by operating system (All, Windows, Mac, Linux).
Click Next.

3. (Optional) If you already have a policy of this type, you can use that policy as the starting point for a new
policy. Select the policy in the Starting Point pull down.
4. In the Remediation section, select the task you want to run on your endpoint(s) from the Add Task
drop-down button.

You can add the following types of tasks to a Windows remediation policy:
l Delete File : deletes a single file or multiple files matching a glob pattern. See Remediation policy
file pattern matching examples on page 82.
l
l

l

Delete Registry Key: deletes a registry key if it exists.
Edit Registry Data: modifies an existing registry value if it exists; optionally, the value can be
created if it does not exist.
Kill Process: kills all processes that match the specified Process Type options: name, path, or
hash. You can also optionally enter Command Line Args to use a regular expression to match
against process command line arguments for any of the Process Type options.

l

Run Service Action: changes the running state of the specified service.

l

Run Service Configuration: changes the startup config of the specified service.

l

Update Registry Value: changes the name of a registry value if it exists or deletes the value if the
delete option is selected.
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Note: For tasks that modify the registry and target the HKEY_USERS hive, if you use
the wildcard (*) to target all users, users that are logged out when the policy is enforced
are skipped.
You can add the following types of tasks to a Mac or Linux remediation policy:
l
l

l

Delete File: deletes a single file or multiple files matching a glob pattern.
Kill Process: kills all processes that match the specified Process Type options: name, path, or
hash. You can also optionally enter Command Line Args to use a regular expression to match
against process command line arguments for any of the Process Type options.
Run Service Action: changes the running state of the specified service.

5. Complete the required fields for the task you are defining.
6. Add other tasks as needed for the policy. When you have added all tasks, click Create.
You can enforce this policy from the following places in the UI.
l

The Enforcements page

l

The Policy list page

l

The Policy details page

See Enforcing policies on page 86 for details.

Remediation policy file pattern matching examples
Enforce support globs for pattern matching in remediation policies. See the Python documentation for
details.
Note: Recursive matching is not supported. Each directory level must be specified.

Definition

Example

Match a file by name in an unknown directory
path.

Actual Path: c:\a\b\c\file.exe

Match any file in a known directory path.

Actual Path: c:\a\b\c\file.exe

Wildcard: c:\*\*\*\file.exe

Wildcard: c:\a\b\c\*
Match a specific file type in a partially known
directory path.

Actual Path: c:\a\b\c\file.exe

Disable case sensitivity for the first character in a
file name.

Actual Path: c:\a\b\c\File.exe
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Definition

Example

Match a single character in a file name.

Actual Path: c:\a\b\c\cat.exe
Actual Path: c:\a\b\c\bat.exe
Wildcard: c:\a\b\c\?at.exe

Do not match a character in a file name.

Actual Path: c:\a\b\c\cat.exe
Wildcard: c:\a\b\c\[!c]at.exe

Create an SRP management policy
Note: When you enable Windows SRP for the first time, targeted endpoints must be rebooted in
order for SRP Management policies to be enforced.
As a best practice, you might want to enforce an SRP Management policy that does not block
anything or allows a path that will always be trusted, such as the Tanium Client. With this practice,
the required reboot does not have to take place when you need to push out an urgent policy, such as
a policy to block a malicious application.
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Create Policy button.
2. In the Summary section, do the following:
3.

l
l

l

Enter a Name and Description for the policy.
Select SRP Managment from the Policy Type options. (You can filter policy types by operating
system (All, Windows, Mac, Linux).
Click Next.

4. (Optional) If you already have a policy of this type, you can use that policy as the starting point for a new
policy. Select the policy in the Starting Point pull down.

Create an SRP process rule using a path
1. In the Path Rules section, click Create.
2. Enter a Name for the rule.
3. Enter the path or filename in the Path field. Full paths, environment variables, and filenames are
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supported.

4. Continue adding rules as necessary and click Create when finished.

Create an SRP process rule using a hash
1. In the Hash Rules section, click Create.
2. Enter a Name for the rule.
3. Enter the MD5 Hash.
4. Enter the File Size in bytes.
5. Click Save .
6. Continue adding rules as necessary and click Create when finished.

You can enforce this policy from the following places in the UI.
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l

The Enforcements page

l

The Policy list page

l

The Policy details page

Note: Be aware of AppLocker Allow or Deny rules set in your Domain Policy – these rules might
prevent SRP process rules created in Enforce from being enforced.

Import policies
You can import one or more policies from a JSON file.
1. From the Enforce menu, click Policies.
2. Click the Import Policy button from any tab on the Policies page.
3. Browse for file and select the JSON file. You may have to change an imported policy name if it has
the same name as an existing policy.
4. Click Import.
Imported policies appear on the Policies page. The Change Type under Policy Details indicates Imported.

Export policies
1. From the Enforce menu, click Policies.
2. Select the policies you want to export.
3. Click Export to export selected policies to a JSON file.

Prioritize policies
A single policy can contain multiple settings. When several policies are enforced on an endpoint, unique
settings across all policies are applied. If duplicate settings exist for an endpoint, the setting with the
lowest priority number takes precedence. See Enforce overview on page 8 for more information about how
policy settings are applied to endpoints.
Note: The policy with the highest priority has the lowest priority number. For example, a policy with
a priority of 1 takes precedence over a policy with a priority of 10.
Set the prioritization of policies to determine which policy setting is applied if a conflict exists.
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1. Navigate to Policies and click the Prioritize button to make the priority fields editable.
2. Click the priority field for the policy you want to change and enter a new priority number. Click the

to

accept the change or the
to undo the change. When you click the check mark, the priority number for
all policies update based on your change.

3. Click Save to keep the new priorities or cancel to undo them and revert back to the original priorities.

Enforcing policies
Create enforcements
You can create an enforcement from the policy list page, the policy details page, or the enforcements page.
1. From the Enforce menu, click Policies.
2. Click the Enforce icon

for an individual policy.

3. Enter a Name for the policy.
4. The policy you selected will automatically appear in the Policy pulldown.
5. In the Target section, select the type:
l Computer Group - Click Select Computer Group, and choose a group that has been
defined in the Administration section of Tanium Console. See Tanium Platform User
Guide: Managing Computer Groups. To search for a group, type the first few letters of the
group into the search field.
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Note: You may not have access to all computer groups that appear in the target
list. Click All and Available in the target window to see every computer group or
only the ones you have permissions for. Additionally, rules may limit your access
to computers within the groups you select. See Enforcing policies on page 86 for
more information.
l

Individual Computers - Enter or paste a comma-separated list of computer names into
the Computer Names field. This list must be no longer than 50 computers.

6. In the Advanced Options section, optionally schedule a Start Time for the enforcement.
7. Optionally, for remediation policies, you can also set the following:
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l

l

l

End Time - Enter an end time if you want the remediation policy enforcement to expire after a
certain time frame.
Repeat- This specifies how often enforcement actions are reissued. By default, enforcement
actions are reissued every hour. The minimum allowed value for this field is 10 minutes. The
default is 1 hour.
Distribute Over Time - This controls whether endpoints apply enforcements the moment
they receive the action (immediate) or at unique moments within the saved action interval
(diffused). Diffusing enforcements over time can help prevent a surge in network traffic in
exchange for a slower time to compliance.

8. Click Create. Click Yes to confirm and create the enforcement.
Note: To un-enforce or remove a policy from an endpoint, delete the enforcement.
To view the status of an enforcement, click the arrow on the Enforcements page to expand the details
section. See Enforcement on page 8 for information on each enforcement state.

Create enforcements from policy details
1. From the Enforce menu, click Policies.
2. Click on the policy to be enforced. This takes you to the details page for that policy.
3. Click the Enforce icon

. Refer to Create enforcements on page 86 for the remaining instructions.

Enforce policies from enforcements
1. From the Enforce menu, click Enforcements.
2. Click the Enforce icon

. Refer to Create enforcements on page 86 for the remaining instructions.
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View Enforcements
From the Enforce menu, select Enforcements to view enforced policies. Click on an individual
enforcement to view details and filter results.

Filter Results
From the enforcement Details view, you can use the pulldown fields to filter results by items such as
computer group, operating system, operators (contains or does not contain), and plain text. You can also
add additional rows and groupings to the filter.
See the Tanium Interact User Guide for information about filtering and merging question results.

Remove an Enforcement
1. From the list of enforcements, click Delete

next to the enforcement you want to remove.

2. Click Yes to confirm.
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Using best practices with policies
Anti-malware policies
In order for Anti-malware policies to be enforced correctly, you must enable Managed Definitions to deploy
Microsoft anti-malware definitions through Tanium. If your endpoints have Windows 7 or older, enable
SCEP. (Settings > Anti-Malware)

AppLocker policies workflow
See Microsoft Technet: AppLocker for more information about creating AppLocker rules.
By default, block list rules allow all executables to run. Allow list rules allow only administrators to run
applications unless otherwise specified.
You should deploy a policy in audit mode with reporting enabled in your test environment before deploying
the policy in your production environment. Review any warning events in the reports and modify the policy
as needed.
Follow this example workflow to better understand how the default Enforce Allow List Rule Template
works.

Example workflow using default Allow List Rule Template
This workflow can help you confirm you are achieving the results you want with your allow list policy.
1. Enforce the default Allow List Rules Template in Audit Only mode on a representative computer
group.
2. Create the AppLocker Warnings report to run for the appropriate number of days. You must enforce the
policy for approximately 7 to 30 days in order to collect an accurate representation of user activity on the
endpoint.
3. Based on the aggregated data of blocked applications in the AppLocker Warnings report, click the
Interact icon
next to the application to go to Interact to view detailed event information about that
specific application.

4. Select the AUDIT row(s) in the resulting Question Results and click Drill Down.
5. On the Create Question tab of the Select Drilldown Question window, begin typing applocker
threat details and click on the resulting query Get AppLocker Threat Details Last X Days from all
machines.
6. In the Number of days to display results for field, enter the same number of days for which you created
the report (in this example, 7) and click Go.
7. The Question Results page shows the paths for the application. To allow the application to run, edit the
policy and add the path in the Allow section of the policy.
8. Click Enforce Changes and Confirm Save of Enforced Policy.
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Firewall rules
With Enforce, do not manage Windows Firewall with Group Policy Management Editor. In order for firewall
policies created under Enforce to take effect, the Group Policy Firewall setting must be set to Not
configured.

SRP management rules
Windows SRP is capable of blocking applications launched by the user. Windows SRP does not prevent
Windows services from starting. SRP does not prevent SYSTEM privileges from launching applications. For
more information, see Microsoft TechNet Software Restriction Policies.

Policy limitations
Maximum number of policies and rules allowed
Item

Limit

Maximum number of policies

100

Maximum number of AppLocker rules per policy

100

Maximum number of firewall rules per policy

1000

Maximum number of SRP management rules per
policy

100

Role-based access control and configuration visibility
When policies are put in content sets by different users with different permissions, a user might have partial
visibility into configuration items or lose visibility into items which that user originally had access. For
example, if you create a policy and apply it to a group of endpoints, then another user applies that same
policy to a different group of endpoints for which you do not have permissions, you lose the permission to
edit that policy. See User role requirements on page 25 for role definitions.
Note: If you move a policy from one content set to another content set, it can take up to an hour for
all configuration changes to take place. The policy is updated immediately, but packages and saved
content can take up to an hour to align because they require a sync activity to take place.
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Scanning for anti-malware on-demand
Configure scans
Configure anti-malware scans to run on targeted computer groups immediately or on a set schedule you
define. For more information on scans, see Microsoft: Defender Scans.
1. From the Enforce menu, select Anti-Malware and click the On Demand Scans tab.
2. Click Create Scan. In the Details section, enter a Name for the scan and choose one of the following
scan types.
l

l

Select Quick scan to search for malware in Windows system start-up locations such as registry
keys and certain file folders.
Select Full scan for a more thorough scanning of systems that may have been compromised.
An immediate scan would generally be a full scan due to possible suspicious activity. This scan
type can take over an hour to complete.

3. In the Targeting section,
l Choose Computer Group and select a group from the pulldown.
l

Choose Individual Computer and create a Computer Group to which you will add individual
computers for scanning. Add individual computers to the group by clicking inside the edit field and
selecting them.
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4. In the Schedule section,
l Choose Run immediately
l

Choose Run on a defined schedule and configure a Start time. Optionally, select to distribute the
scan over a set number of minutes, hours or days.

5. Click Show Preview to view how many targeted clients are online for scanning. The list will not include
clients targeted for scans configured to take place in the future.
6. Click Create and Run Scan.

View scan details
See the status of a scan by clicking on the scan name. The status can be one of the following:
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l

Pending - The scan action has not begun yet.

l

Open - The scan action has not expired yet.

l

l

Closed - The scan action has completed or expired. Note that the status can be closed even
if the scan is still running on endpoints. Closed indicates the action is no longer being issued
to new endpoints.
Stopped - The saved scan configuration has expired and been automatically deleted or
ended by the administrator.

You can also view the status of a scan from the Actions window in the Tanium Console. Scans work similar
to other Tanium scheduled actions. See Tanium Actions Overview for more information.
Note: The Endpoints Scanned column and the Scan Results graph are not updated immediately and
may have a delay of up to twenty minutes before it displays that a scan has completed on an
endpoint.

Filtering
Filter scan results using the pulldown categories.

Note: The Tanium Server combines the filters with Booleans AND/OR. For example, if you select a
computer group filter and also configure a results filter, the server combines the logic of both filters.

View scan results
Merge
Click the scan name to view all threats detected on endpoints. If threats were found, they are listed in the
results section. You can use the Merge capability combine questions to further investigate result.
From the scan results grid,
1. Select the check box for the scan and click the Merge/Edit button.
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2. In the Merge/Edit window, combine multiple questions, create new questions, or build advanced
questions and apply them to scan results. See the Tanium Interact User Guide for information about
filtering and merging question results.

Drill Down
Click the scan name to view all threats detected on endpoints. If threats were found, they are listed in the
results section. You can use the Drill Down capability to investigate further.
From the scan results grid,
1. Select the check box for the scan and click the Drill Down button.
2. In the Drill Down window, apply a question to the scan results, such as Computer Name. This
question would display a list of computer names where the threat was detected.
3. From there, you can click the Deploy Action button to take an action on the threat. See Create a
remediation policy on page 81.

Copy Results
You can copy results to the clipboard in text format.
1. From the scan results grid, click the scan name.
2. Select the check box for the scan and click the Copy button.
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Live Updates
In the Results grid toolbar, the Live Updates field shows the percentage of Tanium Clients that reported
results. By default, the Tanium Console updates the grid as more Tanium Clients report results.
You can click Pause

to stop the grid from updating and click Play

to resume updating.

Export Results
You can export results to a .CSV file.
l
l

To export the complete results, click Export

.

Give the table a name and select a table format type.
o Single Rows - Flattened: Display a row for each result. This would mean five rows per
endpoint: one row for each process that the High CPU Processes sensor returned.
l

Multiple Lines Per Row - Stacked: Display one row for all the results. This would mean each row
lists all the top five processes for each Computer Name.

Check Health
From the Enforce menu, select Anti-Malware and click the Health tab. There you can view the current
status of anti-malware definition files, including the time the last updated was downloaded.
Click Create Scan to configure a new to scan to target certain groups or to run at a set time. See Configure
scans on page 93.
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Troubleshooting Enforce
To collect and send information to Tanium for troubleshooting, collect logs and other relevant information.

Collect logs
The information is saved as a ZIP file that you can download with your browser.
1. From the Enforce home page, click Help

, then the Troubleshooting tab.

2. Click Collect.
A Enforce-support.[timestamp].zip file downloads to the local download directory.
3. Contact Tanium Support to determine the best option to send the ZIP file. For more information, see
Contact Tanium support on page 106.
Tanium Enforce maintains logging information in the Enforce.log file in the \Program
Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\Enforce directory.

Enforce sensors
The following is a sample of Enforce sensors that are available. To view all sensors, go to the main menu
and click Content > Sensors.
Note: Not all Enforce sensors report back the most recent data. Most provide information gathered
during the latest validation check on the endpoint. Validation checks are performed at intervals of
approximately 15 minutes.
Enforce - Anti-Malware Definition Outdated
Reports the current Windows Anti-malware definition version installed on the computer is out of
date.
Enforce - Anti-Malware Definition Version
Reports the current Windows Anti-malware definition version installed on the computer.
Enforce - Anti-Malware Engine Version
Reports the current Windows Anti-malware engine version installed on the computer.
Enforce - Anti-Malware Threat Details
Reports all anti-malware threats along with detection date, process name, and file paths.
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Enforce - Anti-Malware Threats Last X Days
Given a number of days in the past, this sensor reports all anti-malware threats since that date.
Enforce - Anti-Malware Threats Counts Last X Days
Given a number of days in the past, this sensor reports all anti-malware threats counts since that
date.
Enforce - Total Anti-Malware Threats
Given a number of days in the past, this sensor reports to the total number of anti-malware threats
detected since that date.
Enforce - Coverage Status
Returns "Optimal" if Enforce is installed and running, "Needs Attention" if Enforce is not installed or
is not healthy, "Unsupported" if the operating system is not supported.
Enforce - Device Setup Classes
Lists all device setup classes.
Enforce - Diagnostic - Applied Machine Policies
Specifically for small scale diagnostics. Returns the status of machine policy settings that are applied
or partially applied on endpoints
Enforce - Diagnostic - Applied Policy Settings
Specifically for small scale diagnostics. Returns a list of all policy items to be applied on endpoints,
including those that will not apply because they are superseded by a duplicate setting.
Enforce - Firewall Rules [Linux]
Reports all configured firewall rules on Linux endpoints.
Enforce - Firewall Rules [Windows]
Reports all configured firewall rules.
Enforce - Host Firewall Enabled
Returns Yes if firewall is enabled. Otherwise, it returns No.
Enforce - Machine Policy Status
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Given a list of Policy Id numbers, reports the enforcement status of each.
Enforce - Machine Policy Status [VBS]
Given a list of Policy Id numbers, reports the enforcement status of each. Unlike other sensors, VBS
sensors provide up-to-the-minute results.
Enforce - Manage Definitions Targeting
Used for targeting Tanium Enforce Managed Definitions packages. This sensor determines if a host
should require download and execution of the definitions package.
Enforce - Prerequisites
Reports the installed prerequisites needed by some Enforce policies.
Enforce - USB Storage Devices
Lists hardware IDs for all USB storage devices.
Enforce - Tools Version
Reports support and installation details. Checks if the endpoint supports the tools and has enough
disk space. If a package has been deployed, reports the install location, version of tools, and if all the
required tools are present.

Monitor and troubleshoot Enforce coverage status (% of total)
The following table lists contributing factors into why the Enforce coverage might be lower than expected,
and corrective actions you can take.
Contributing Factor

Corrective
Action(s)

Incorrect targeting criteria used in computer groups

Ensure
computers
that should
be managed
by Enforce
are included
in computer
group
creation.
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Contributing Factor

Corrective
Action(s)

Enforce action group is too narrow

Ensure
computer
groups that
should be
managed by
Enforce are
included in
the Enforce
action group.

Monitor and troubleshoot policy enforcement status (% of total)
The following table lists contributing factors into why the Enforce policy enforcement coverage might be
lower than expected, and corrective actions you can take.
Contributing Factor

Corrective
Action(s)

Enforce tools are not deployed

Ensure
computer
groups that
should be
managed by
Enforce are
included in the
Enforce action
group.

Domain Group Policy is currently applied

Reference the
output from
enforcement
policy status
and work with
Active
Directory team
to set
conflicting
policy items to
“Not Defined”
in the domain
policy.

Monitor and troubleshoot host firewall status on endpoints
The following table lists contributing factors into why the Enforce host firewall metric might be lower than
expected, and corrective actions you can take.
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Contributing Factor

Corrective
Action(s)

Host based firewall is not installed

Deploy
Windows
firewall
policy.

Host based firewall is not enabled

Deploy the
Windows
firewall
policy that
enables the
Windows
firewall for
all profiles
(Domain,
Public, and
Private).

Monitor and troubleshoot disk encryption status on endpoints
The following table lists contributing factors into why the Enforce disk encryption metric might be lower
than expected, and corrective actions you can take.
Contributing Factor

Corrective
Action(s)

No corporate policy mandating full disk encryption is enabled

Reference Trends
board displayed
in Enforce that
highlights lack of
FDE. Work with
security
stakeholders to
deploy disk
encryption
policies.

Segments of enterprise don’t have full disk encryption enabled

Use drill down
questions to
explore
commonalities
between
machines that
are lacking FDE
that should have
it in place.
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Contributing Factor

Corrective
Action(s)

Operating systems don’t support native disk encryption (BitLocker, Filevault)

Use Enforce
policy status
report to
determine
endpoints that
have operating
systems but
don’t support
BitLocker
(Windows 10
Home, Windows
7 Pro). Work on
endpoint “recap”
plan with asset
team.

Weak or unapproved encryption is being used

Use Enforce
policy status
report to
determine
endpoints that
have weak
encryption
enabled. Deploy
decryption
package and
enforce a FDE
policy with the
correct
encryption type.

Monitor and troubleshoot anti-virus status on endpoints
The following table lists contributing factors into why the Enforce anti-virus metric might be lower than
expected, and corrective actions you can take.
Contributing Factor

Corrective
Action(s)

Third party anti-virus product is not installed

Deploy antimalware
policy.

Real-time scanning is not enabled

Deploy antimalware policy
that enables
real-time
scanning.
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Contributing Factor

Corrective
Action(s)

Definition files are not up-to-date

Ensure Tanium
is downloading
Defender
definition files
from Microsoft.

Remove Enforce tools from endpoints
You can deploy an action to remove Enforce tools from an endpoint or computer group. Separate actions
are available for Windows and non-Windows endpoints.
1. In Interact, target the computers from which you want to remove the tools. For example, ask a question
that targets a specific operating system:
Get Endpoint Configuration - Tools Status from all machines with Is <OS> equals
True , for example:
Get Endpoint Configuration - Tools Status from all machines with Is Windows
equals True

2. In the results, select the row for Enforce, drill down as necessary, and select the targets from which you
want to remove Enforce tools. For more information, see Tanium Interact User Guide: Managing
question results.
3. Click Deploy Action.
4. On the Deploy Action page, enter Endpoint Configuration - Uninstall in the Enter package
name here box, and select Endpoint Configuration - Uninstall Tool [Windows] or Endpoint
Configuration - Uninstall Tool [Non-Windows], depending on the endpoints you are targeting.
5. For Tool Name, select Enforce.
6. (Optional) By default, after the tools are removed they cannot be reinstalled. To allow tools to be
automatically reinstalled, clear the selection for Block reinstallation. Re-installation occurs almost
immediately.
Note: If reinstallation is blocked on an endpoint, you must deploy the Endpoint
Configuration - Unblock Tool [Windows] or Endpoint Configuration - Unblock Tool [NonWindows] package (depending on the targeted endpoints) before the tools can be reinstalled.
7. (Optional) To remove all Enforce databases and logs from the endpoints, clear the selection for Soft
uninstall.
8. (Optional) To also remove any tools that were dependencies of the Enforce tools that are not
dependencies for tools from other modules, select Remove unreferenced dependencies.
9. Click Show preview to continue.
10. A results grid displays at the bottom of the page showing you the targeted endpoints for your action.
If you are satisfied with the results, click Deploy Action.
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Note: If you have enabled Endpoint Configuration, tool removal must be approved in Endpoint
Configuration before tools are removed from endpoints.

Uninstall Enforce
In some instances, if you decide to uninstall Enforce, you might need to disable associated firewall policies
and SRP rules to ensure they are cleanly removed from endpoints. If so, you need to deploy actions
including the following two packages that were created when Enforce was installed:
l

Disable Tanium Enforce Software Restriction Policies

l

Remove Enforce Firewall Rules

Note: To complete a clean uninstall and removal of Enforce policies, you must uninstall Enforce
before you disable the associated firewall policies and SRP rules.
1. From the Main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. Under Enforce, click Uninstall.
3. Review the content that will be removed and click Uninstall.
4. Depending on your configuration, enter your password or click Yes to start the uninstall process.
5. Return to the Tanium Solutions page and verify that the Import button is available for Enforce.

Disable and remove Enforce policies
You might be required to disable Enforce policies after you uninstall Enforce. This can occur if some
endpoints are offline when you uninstall Enforce. For more detailed information on packages and deploying
actions, see Tanium Platform User Guide: Managing Scheduled Actions and Tanium Platform User Guide:
Managing and creating Packages.
To disable and remove Enforce policies, you must first find all of the endpoints that are online and then
deploy the removal packages.
1. From the Main menu, click Interact.
2. Ask a question to target the endpoints from which you want to enforce policies. For example, Get
Enforce - Tools Version from all machines.
3. Select the row for the endpoints from which you want to remove the Enforce policies.
4. Click Deploy Action.
5. On the Deploy Action page, enter Enforce in the Enter package name here field.
6. Select the Disable Tanium Enforce Software Restriction Policies Package.
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7. Click Show preview to continue at the bottom of the Deploy Action page.
8. Click Deploy Action and enter your credentials. The Action Summary page appears.
9. Repeat these steps, but select and deploy the Remove Enforce Firewall Rules package.
Note: The Disable Tanium Enforce Software Restriction Policies package removes all SRP rules
created by Enforce. It does not disable SRP on the endpoint. Likewise, the Remove Enforce Firewall
Rules package removes all firewall rules created by Enforce. It does not disable the firewall on the
endpoint.

Contact Tanium support
To contact Tanium Support for help, sign into https://support.tanium.com.
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Reference: Windows encryption management
Encryption management policies encrypt drives on endpoints using Windows BitLocker Drive Encryption.
For more see Microsoft: BitLocker.

Endpoint requirements
l

Windows 7 Enterprise or Ultimate

IMPORTANT: Windows 7 endpoints must have a TPM chip to use BitLocker.
l

Windows 8 Enterprise or Pro

l

Windows 10 Education, Pro Education, Enterprise, or Pro

For more detailed Windows endpoint requirements, including TPM compatibility, see Microsoft: BitLocker.

Configuration requirements
You must complete the following steps to configure your environment to use encryption management
policies:
Choose where to host the database on page 107.
Configure Endpoint Encryption settings on page 43
Install the End-User Notifications service and initialize endpoints on page 108.
Install and configure Direct Connect on page 108.
Reference: Encryption management recovery portal on page 116.
Create a BitLocker policy on page 57

Choose where to host the database
Before you create and enforce encryption management policies, you must create a database to store the
recovery keys. That database can be hosted on the Tanium Module Server (TMS) or you can host it on your
own server (Self hosted). Hosting the database on the TMS requires no additional configuration. If you host
the database on your own server, refer to the next section for further information.

Create a self hosted database to store the recovery keys
Enforce provides fields to help you create a secure connection to a Postgres or Microsoft SQL Server
database to store the recovery keys.
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RECOVERY KEY DATABASE REQUIREMENTS
l

CPU: 4 Cores

l

RAM: 8 GB

l

Hard Drive: 80 GB

Specify the information required to securely connect the database to the Tanium Module Server in the
Overview > Settings > Endpoint Encryption tab in Enforce. For information, refer to Configure Endpoint
Encryption settings on page 43.
Refer to User role requirements on page 25 for roles that can view the recovery keys for users on the
Enforce > Endpoint Encryption page. This page lists all endpoints that are encrypted through an Enforce
encryption management policy. Select an endpoint and click Show Recovery Key to view the Recovery
Key ID and Recovery Key for that endpoint.
Note: Recovery keys are used to unlock the drive if a user forgets the PIN or password. The recovery
key ID displays on the BitLocker recovery page. The user can then retrieve the recovery key by
providing the recovery key ID to the recovery portal, which you set up as part of the BitLocker
configuration.

IMPORTANT: As a best practice, configure the database to allow only connections from the Tanium
Module Server.

Install the End-User Notifications service and initialize endpoints
Encryption management policies use the End-User Notifications service to display notifications throughout
the encryption process. This service must be installed and initialized on endpoints before you enforce
encryption management policies. For more information, see Tanium End-User Notifications User Guide:
Installing End-User Notifications.
If this service is not installed and pushed out to endpoints, the policy fails to enforce. In this scenario, the
End-User Notifications service is listed as the enforcement failure reason.

Install and configure Direct Connect
Encryption management policies use Direct Connect to transfer encryption keys securely from the client to
the recovery key database during the encryption process. This service must be installed and initialized on
endpoints before you enforce encryption management policies. For more information, see Tanium Direct
Connect User Guide: Installing Direct Connect.
If this service is not installed and pushed out to endpoints, the policy fails to enforce. In this scenario, the
Direct Connect service is listed as the enforcement failure reason.
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Install and configure the recovery portal
The recovery portal is an optional self-service website that users can access if they forget their PIN or
password. This website is typically Internet-facing in a DMZ so that users who forget their PIN or password
can access it from another device.

Create and enforce the encryption management policy
Create the policy and enforce it on endpoints. For more information, see Create a BitLocker policy on page
57.

Endpoint workflow
After the policy is enforced and pushed out to endpoints, the encryption process takes place in several
stages.

Prepare the drive for encryption
After the policy is enforced on an endpoint, a notification displays to instruct the user to reboot the
computer to prepare the drive for encryption. The user can dismiss this message. It displays every hour
until the user reboots the computer.
Configure the text for this notification in the Reboot Computer section of the BitLocker policy.
Note: This action is the only BitLocker action that does not automatically repeat if it fails because
manual intervention is usually required to recover from a failure during drive preparation. If this
action fails on an endpoint, a failure message displays to the user, and the policy is reported as
unenforced with Failed to prepare volume for encryption as the enforcement error.

Configure the PIN or password
Note: This stage occurs only if you configured the policy for TPM + PIN or Allow BitLocker to run
without a compatible TPM.
After the computer reboots, the user is prompted within five minutes to set a PIN or password. Configure
the text for this message in the Enter New Credentials section of the BitLocker policy.
After the user enters a PIN or password and clicks Create PIN, a notification displays to alert the user that
encryption will begin after the next reboot. Configure the text for this message in the Encrypt Hard Drive
section of the BitLocker policy. Depending on the operating system configuration, the user might also see a
Windows notification that encryption will begin after the computer is rebooted.
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Encryption occurs
The next time that the user reboots the computer, they are prompted to enter the PIN or password if one
was set. Encryption begins. The encryption process is not disruptive. The user sees an icon in the system
tray that indicates that the drive is being encrypted, but the user can continue to work. If needed, the user
can right click the system tray icon and choose to pause the encryption process.

Behavior at subsequent starts / reboots
After encryption completes, users are prompted for the PIN or password each time they start or reboot the
computer, if one was set. In the boot screen, users see the instructions for unlocking the drive using the
recovery the key if they forget their PIN or password. Configure the text for this pre-boot message in the
Key Recovery section of the BitLocker policy.

User forgets the PIN or password
When a user is prompted to enter the PIN or password, there is an instruction to Press Esc for BitLocker
recovery. When the user presses Esc, the BitLocker recovery page displays. This page displays the text
that you configure in the Key Recovery section of the BitLocker policy and the user's Recovery key ID. As
a best practice, this text should include a link to the recovery portal.
The user logs in to the recovery portal using the SAML authentication that you configured in the Recovery
Portal tab. The user enters the number of characters of the recovery key ID that you set, selects the
recovery key ID from the autocomplete results, and clicks Get Recovery Key. The user can use this
recovery key to unlock the drive.
After the drive is unlocked, the user is prompted to change the PIN or password within five minutes. The
text for this prompt is hardcoded and does not need to be configured in the BitLocker policy. On
subsequent starts or reboots, the user uses this new PIN or password to unlock the drive.

Suspending and resuming BitLocker
During system maintenance or troubleshooting, you might need to temporarily suspend BitLocker. The key
protectors are disabled when you suspend BitLocker, which allows you to bypass BitLocker without
unencrypting the drive. You can resume BitLocker after you complete the maintenance or troubleshooting
without having to encrypt the drive again.
Enforce includes these packages to suspend and resume BitLocker: Enforce - Suspend BitLocker
and Enforce - Resume BitLocker.
Enforce - Suspend BitLocker
Use this package to suspend BitLocker on an endpoint. This package has one parameter,
rebootcount. Use this parameter to specify the number of reboots before BitLocker
automatically resumes. If you set this parameter to 0, BitLocker never automatically resumes and
must be manually resumed by running the Enforce - Resume BitLocker package.
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Enforce - Resume BitLocker
Use this package to resume BitLocker on an endpoint where it was previously suspended.
When you suspend BitLocker on an enforced endpoint, the BitLocker policy enforcement Status is
Unenforced with BitLocker has been suspended as the Reason.
For more information about using actions to deploy packages to endpoints, see Tanium Console User Guide:
Deploying actions.

Removing BitLocker encryption from an endpoint
Two steps are required to remove BitLocker encryption from an endpoint:
1. Remove the BitLocker policy enforcement on the endpoint. For more information, see Remove a
policy enforcement.
2. Deploy an action to run the Enforce - Decrypt BitLocker package on the endpoint. For more
information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Deploying actions.
Note: This multi-step design is intentional so that encryption is not removed from a drive if an
administrator inadvertently removes enforcement of the policy from an endpoint.
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Reference: macOS encryption management
Encryption management policies encrypt drives on endpoints using macOS FileVault. For more see macOS
FileVault.

Endpoint requirements
l

macOS 10.15 Catalina

l

macOS 10.14.6 Mojave

l

macOS 10.13.6 High Sierra

l

macOS 11.0 Big Sur

Configuration requirements
You must complete the following steps to configure your environment to use encryption management
policies:
Choose where to host the database on page 112.
Install the End-User Notifications service and initialize endpoints on page 113
Install and configure Direct Connect on page 113.
Reference: Encryption management recovery portal on page 116.
Create a FileVault policy on page 66.

Choose where to host the database
Before you create and enforce encryption management policies, you must create a database to store the
recovery keys. That database can be hosted on the Tanium Module Server (TMS) or you can host it on your
own server (Self hosted). Hosting the database on the TMS requires no additional configuration. If you host
the database on your own server, refer to the next section for further information.

Create a self hosted database to store the recovery keys
Enforce provides fields to help you create a secure connection to a Postgres or Microsoft SQL Server
database to store the recovery keys.
RECOVERY KEY DATABASE REQUIREMENTS
l

CPU: 4 Cores

l

RAM: 8 GB

l

Hard Drive: 80 GB
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Specify the information required to securely connect the database to the Tanium Module Server in the
Overview > Settings > Endpoint Encryption tab in Enforce. For information, refer to Configure Endpoint
Encryption settings on page 43.
Refer to User role requirements on page 25 for roles that can view the recovery keys for users on the
Enforce > Endpoint Encryption page. This page lists all endpoints that are encrypted through an Enforce
encryption management policy. Select an endpoint and click Show Recovery Key to view the Recovery
Key ID and Recovery Key for that endpoint.
Note: Recovery keys are used to unlock the drive if a user forgets the PIN or password. The recovery
key ID displays on the FileVault recovery page. The user can then retrieve the recovery key by
providing the recovery key ID to the recovery portal, which you set up as part of the FileVault
configuration.

IMPORTANT: As a best practice, configure the database to allow only connections from the Tanium
Module Server.

Install the End-User Notifications service and initialize endpoints
Encryption management policies use the End-User Notifications service to display notifications throughout
the encryption process. This service must be installed and initialized on endpoints before you enforce
encryption management policies. For more information, see Tanium End-User Notifications User Guide:
Installing End-User Notifications.
If this service is not installed and pushed out to endpoints, the policy fails to enforce. In this scenario, the
End-User Notifications service is listed as the enforcement failure reason.

Install and configure Direct Connect
Encryption management policies use Direct Connect to transfer encryption keys securely from the client to
the recovery key database during the encryption process. This service must be installed and initialized on
endpoints before you enforce encryption management policies. For more information, see Tanium Direct
Connect User Guide: Installing Direct Connect.
If this service is not installed and pushed out to endpoints, the policy fails to enforce. In this scenario, the
Direct Connect service is listed as the enforcement failure reason.

Install and configure the recovery portal
The recovery portal is an optional self-service website that users can access if they forget their PIN or
password. This website is typically Internet-facing in a DMZ so that users who forget their PIN or password
can access it from another device.
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Create and enforce the encryption management policy
Create the policy and enforce it on endpoints. For more information, see Create a FileVault policy on page
66.

Endpoint Workflow
After the policy is enforced and pushed out to endpoints, the encryption process takes place in several
stages.

Prepare the drive for encryption
After the policy is enforced on an endpoint, a notification displays either at log out or during the next log in
to instruct the user to enable FileVault encryption. The user may dismiss this message multiple times if your
FileVault policy allows it.
Configure the text for this notification in the End User Notification section of the FileVault policy.

Encryption occurs
Once the user enables FileVault, encryption begins.

User forgets the password
If a user with a FileVault encrypted system forgets the log in password, that user can log in to the recovery
portal using the SAML authentication that you configured in the Recovery Portal tab. You can provide the
URL for the recovery portal to users or have them contact the helpdesk directly.
In the recovery portal, the user enters the serial number printed on the bottom of their computer for their
Recovery ID, selects the recovery key ID from the autocomplete results, and clicks Get Recovery Key. The
user can use this recovery key to unlock the drive.
To enter the recovery key into their computer, the user clicks the ? in the password field when prompted
for the password. Then the user clicks the arrow beside the text that reads "If you forgot your password,
you can reset it using your recovery key." and enters the recovery key.
After the drive is unlocked, the user is prompted to create a new password at the next log in.
Note: If the FileVault policy uses an Institutional Recovery Key, users must start from the macOS
Recovery OS (hold Command-R while booting) to enter the recovery key. See macOS: Set a FileVault
recovery key for computers in your institution for details.
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Removing FileVault encryption from an endpoint
Two steps are required to remove FileVault encryption from an endpoint:
1. Remove the FileVault policy enforcement on the endpoint. For more information, see Remove a
policy enforcement.
2. Deploy an action to run the Enforce - Decrypt FileVault package on the endpoint. For
more information, see Tanium Console User Guide: Deploying actions.
Note: This multistep design is intentional so that encryption is not removed from a drive if an
administrator inadvertently removes enforcement of the policy from an endpoint.
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Reference: Encryption management recovery
portal
The recovery portal is an optional self-service website that users can access if they forget their PIN or
password. This website is typically Internet-facing in a DMZ so that users who forget their PIN or password
can access it from another device.
As a best practice, this website should not be hosted on the same machine as the database that is used to
store the recovery keys.

Requirements
Supported operating systems on page 116
Software requirements on page 116
Hardware requirements on page 116

Supported operating systems
l

CentOS 7

l

CentOS 8

l

RHEL 7

l

RHEL 8

Software requirements
For both CentOS and RHEL:
l

The iptables service must be available and running.

l

The firewalld must be available and running.

Note: Make sure all required ports are open. See Required ports on page 24.

Hardware requirements
l

CPU: 4 Cores

l

RAM: 8 GB

l

Hard Drive: 80 GB
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Rules configured during installation
The install script configures the following rules:
l

CentOS 6 and RHEL 6:
iptables -I INPUT 1 -p tcp --dport 443 -j ACCEPT
iptables -I INPUT 2 -p tcp --dport 3000 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A PREROUTING -t nat -p tcp --dport 443 -j REDIRECT --to-port 3000
iptables -A OUTPUT -t nat -o lo -p tcp --dport 443 -j REDIRECT --to-port
3000
service iptables save

l

CentOS 7 and RHEL 7:
firewall-cmd --add-port=443/tcp --permanent
firewall-cmd --permanent --direct --add-rule ipv4 nat OUTPUT 0 -p tcp -o lo
--dport 443 -j REDIRECT --to-ports 3000
firewall-cmd --add-forward-port=port=443:proto=tcp:toport=3000 --permanent
firewall-cmd --reload

Supported IdPs for SAML authentication
l

Okta

l

Azure AD

l

Oracle

l

ADFS

Installation and configuration
The recovery portal requires SAML authentication, both Server Provider initiated SSO and Identity Provider
initiated SSO. For more information on how the Tanium Console integrates with a SAML IdP, refer to the
Tanium Console User Guide.
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Prerequisites
1. You must create the following SSL certificates for the server to use:
l tanium-enforce-recovery-portal.crt
l

tanium-enforce-recovery-portal.key

2. Obtain this certificate from your IdP:
l

saml-idp.crt

3. Once you have the SSL certificates, copy them to the /etc/ssl/certs directory on the recovery
portal server.
4. Change (chown) the ownership to the user:group that will be running the recovery portal service.
5. chmod the certificates to 400.

Configure the Recovery Portal
You must have Enforce Recovery Portal Administrator privileges to configure and edit these settings.
See User role requirements on page 25.
1. From the Enforce Overview page, click Settings

.

2. Click the Recovery Portal tab.
3. Click Edit, and enter the following information for the recovery portal server:
a. Enter the Host Server IP Address. This is the address of the recovery portal server.
b. Enter the SAML Entry Point. Obtained from your IdP, this is the URL where the recovery portal
sends the SAML request. (the IdP SSO URL) For example,
https://login.microsoftonline.com/<objectId>/saml2.
c. Enter the SAML Issuer. This is the expected issuer identifier for the SAML response. For example:
http://www.saml-provider.com/YWJjZGVmMTIzNA. The value must match the sec_assertion_
allowed_issuer and sec_response_allowed_issuer values.
Note: This is usually Entity Id on IdP consoles.
d. Enter the SAML Groups Claim Field. This is the name of the groups attribute in the SAML
response.
Note: For Okta, you must add a GROUP ATTRIBUTE STATEMENT to the application.
e. Enter the SAML Callback URL. Provide this to your IdP. This is the URL where the SAML
provider sends its response. It should be in the following format: <recovery portal
URL>/api/v1/saml2/auth/callback. For example,
https://myrecoveryportal.com/api/v1/saml2/auth/callback.
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Note: This is usually the ACS url on IdP consoles.
f. Enter the Login Help Text. This is text that displays at the bottom of the login screen.
g. (Optional) If you want to use a custom logo for the recovery portal sign in page, click Browse for
file and upload it.
Supported file types for the logo are JPG, JPEG, SVG, GIF, and PNG.
h. (Optional) If you want to add a shortcut icon, also referred to as a favicon, for the recovery
portal, click Browse for file and upload it. This file must be named favicon.ico.
i. Enter the Minimum Key Length. Determines the minimum length of the key ID that must be
entered before auto-complete results display.
j. Optionally, enter an Allowed Security Group. Members of this group can search all recovery
keys. Users who are not a member of this group can search only for their own recovery keys
(based on the username that is used to authenticate with the recovery portal). This field is
case-sensitive.
k. Click Save and installation file creation begins.
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4. The download button becomes active once the file is available. Click Download Installation File to
download the recovery portal installation file, enforce-recovery-portal.tgz.

Note: The download file is available for 30 minutes after it is created. Use the Download
Installation File button to download the file. When the download file expires, use the Create
Installation File button, which becomes available after 30 minutes, to enter settings and
create a new download file.
5. Upload the recovery portal installation file to a location on the server that will host the recovery portal.
As a best practice, use the home directory.
6. Change to the location where you uploaded enforce-recovery-portal.tgz.
7. Extract the files: rm -rf tanium-enforce-recovery-portal && tar xzf enforce-recoveryportal.tgz.
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8. Change to the directory where you extracted the files: cd tanium-enforce-recovery-portal.
9. Run the install script using sudo: sudo ./install.sh. As the script runs, you are prompted for the
following details:
a. Specify a user for the server. The default value is the user running the script.
Note: This user should not be root or have sudo rights.
b. Specify a group for the server. The default value is the user running the script.
c. Confirm the Tanium server host address.
d. Enter the Tanium server username and password for the recovery portal server.
Note: This user should not have Tanium administrator privileges. This should be a
Tanium server login user account created for the recovery portal with Enforce
Recovery Portal as the only role granted.
10. After the install script runs, check the status of the recovery portal using the following command:
systemctl status tanium-enforce-recovery-portal.service

Note: You can also check the status of the recovery portal from the Settings > Recovery
Portal tab.

IMPORTANT: The nameID format from the IdP application user name and the format for the recovery
key viewer must match. For example, if user names in the recovery key viewer are formatted as
firstname.lastname, then the IdP format must also be firstname.lastname. If the IdP application
uses the format username@domain.com, then the recovery key viewer must use
username@domain.com. If these formats don't match, users will not be able to view their keys.

Uninstall
To uninstall the recovery portal, run ./uninstall.sh in the /var/www/tanium-enforcerecovery-portal directory.
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Note: The uninstall process deletes the portal certificates located in the /etc/ssl/certs
directory. If you want to preserve these certificates, you should copy them before uninstalling.

End user self-service workflow with SAML
With Service Provider initiated SSO, end users access the recovery portal URL and click the Log in with SSO
link. This redirects users to the identity provider where they enter their SSO credentials. Once
authenticated, users are redirected back to the recovery portal where they are prompted to select their
operating system to proceed.

Troubleshooting the recovery portal
Log files for the recovery portal are located in the /var/log/tanium-enforce-recovery-portal
directory.
Note that some service startup errors can appear in the service. Run the following command to print the
service logs:
journalctl -u tanium-enforce-recovery-portal.service -b --no-pager
In the event that the recovery portal loses communication with the Tanium server because the API token
has expired, run the following command and provide the portal username and password when prompted:
/bin/bash /var/www/tanium-enforce-recovery-portal/app/reset-api-token.sh
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